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HIS up-to-the-minute batte~~ Super-het receiver is described in t,~e
January WIRELESS MAGADNE. The 1935 Supet· Five has five dtstinctive features, which wi!l appeal to all technicians.

T

I. All coiiss including oscillator and
intermediates, have iron cores.
2. Intermediate frequencies-! W
kilocycles.

3. Selfpadjusting volume control.
4. Battery economiser.
S. Selectivity can be varied between 6 and 12. ki!ocydes;

If you want to build a really good set for the New Year you cannot
do better than start on the 1935 Super Five.
Below ere sot/12 of the other contents of this remarkably fine January issue.
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News and Gossip

of the Week

This Television

be known as the Xorthern, the
Midland, the \Yestern, and th(
Scottish.
London· . Regiona I will remair_
to distirrguish it from the
National.

enormous amount of nonA :-;sense
is being written about

teleYision at the moment. Particularly in the lay press.
As usual, real television~
\Vhatever that n1ay lTlean~is said

Distinctive Sounds

to be "here" ~wl1ich actually is
neither here nor there when you
know the facts.
·

A

eYidence of an increasing tendency to make
the centres more "contrastv" is
the decision to start indi ,:idual
interval signals for each region.
Th1s 1s always assuming that
suitable sounds can be heard~
distinctive enough not only from
one another, but from the motley
sounds of European stations.

B.B.C. Monopoly

W

can be said with almost
complete certainty is that
the B.B.C.~vi,·e the Corp '--\Yill
have monopolistic control of
television broadcasts.
Secondly, the system to be
adopted--if, indeed, any one
system as such is adoptecl~will
HAT

Doctor's Advice

T

General Medical Council is
concerned about the medical
talks broadcast by the B.B.C.
Listeners are in the habit o!
writing in apropos the talks; and,
of course, the B.B.C, has to say
that, as its contributors are
anonymous, they cannot possibly
deal with queries.

be British in origin, not a foreign-

oponsored system.

Lucky Metropolis

A

s usual, London will be the
lucky centre when television
does start up. Experiment and
slow progress towards service will
be- the slogan~certainly not a·
mushroom growth of ultra-shortwave stations all over the country.

Vision Channels

I

is obvious to the meanest
intelligence~ is it not ?~that
this television cannot go into the
broadcasting channels now occupied by sound.
The ultra-short waves will take
the television of the future. High
defiuition, probably 180 lines, will
take the field; but the suggestion
that sets can ·be sold for the
modest sum of [12 are very wide
of the mark.
Te]e,·ision on a commercial
basis cannot be bought so cheaply
T

~not

at the beginning, anyway.

Finance
is the money coming
for this television?
is cotning fron1 the Treasurypart of the present licence revenue
being approj)natcd.
Ouiteright, too. At the moment
the-B.B.C.' takes only 4s. 6d. from
the 103. licence money. .'\. few
more shillingc; \\·ould enable a
really good television sE'rvice to
be started.

W from
It

HERE

Droitwich Tests
are still being feyerR
ishly compiled all 0\·er the
:ountrv of the peculiar behaviour
ECORDS

of the ~Droitwich transmitter.
Gone are the pious hopes that
the fading and diotortion are only

NOTHER

HE

" Question Time "
F(

is to have an addiE
tional talks studio.
Work
will be started in the New Year.

to start a query department
at the B.B.C. in another sphere
d social welfare. On January 7,
R. C. Clements will begin a series
called " Question Time~Service
and Information," the idea being
to deal with problems . arising
from social legislation.
Problems such as rent restriction and liabilitY· of tenants, and
so on, will be dealt with by a
special Information Service to be
set up~a significant departure
from pure broadcasting.

It must be remembered that
Scottish talks are arranged practically independent of London~
the only region where this freedom is allowed.

will be invited to
L
send in their letters to the
B.B.C., marking the envelope with

Young lady listens to the Arcadia-and so does her grandfather.
Raiio-especially on a good modern set-appeals to all ages
seasonal. It is now admitted that
Droitwich is not living up to
expectations.
Experts say that the Heaviside Layer is behaving in an odd
way just now, but Mr. Ashbridge
refuses to accept that as j ustification for the shortcomings of
Droitwich.

New Aerial
points to the fact
E that the aerial
at Droitwich
is wrongly designed in some way.
VERYTHING

Already the B.B.C. is hinting
that it would be prepared to spend
money on putting the aerial right
~anything to get the signal well
received, at least up to the
zoo-mile-radius mark.
At the moment, fading occurs
even at 100 miles~which, as
Euclid would have said, is absurd.

Listener Test

E

NGINEERS spent a great deal
of time before Christmas
taking records from the shortwave links, and altogether 75 per
cent of the material sent out from
the B.B.C. during the "Empire
Exchange" programme was "incoming," leaving only 25 per
cent of home stuff.

B

uT there is to be an attempt

The quality of such broadcasting is, of course, inferior to the
normal, owing to atmospheric
clisturbances~surelv
a test of
listener patience ari:d loyalty !

More Talk
DINBURGH

Scottish Trials
the lines of the London
O
series, Scotland is arranging
a series of famous trial broadN

casts, including one or two
murders!
One of these will be "The
Murder of Madelaine Smith"which sounds good enough meat
for the most fiery of Scots,

End of " Regionals "
January 6 the title
O
" Regional" will be dropped
from all except the London
N

station.
After that the programmes will

To Help "U"
ISTENERS

the letter" U."
These will then be sent to the
National Council of Social Service
~to be dealt with by experts. It all
sounds very imposing, doesn't it!

History Has It!

C

have been received
by the B..B.C. anent the
reference to the "Bloody Tower"
in a Stanley Holloway monologue.
The B.B,C.'s reply is delicious:
"The term 'Bloody Tower' is
permissible because it has a
genuine historical association."
History has a habit of repeating itself, though, particularly in
swear words. Oh, Stanley !
OMPLAINTS
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Surgeryon the Short Waves!
By KENNETH ULL YETT

This is the experimental model rj the
Marcrmi-Dean apparaws which can be
used for surgery or healing by flooding a
local area with high-frequency energy
HORT-WAVE fans, experimenting with
ultra high-frequency gear, complained
of strange heating effects ancl irritation
of the eyes..
Amateur transmitters working on·five to ten
T.Qetrcs complained of peculiar burns somewhat akin to those caused by hurtful X-rays.
Hard-boiled technicians were cynical. They
said it was impossible for radiations anywhere
near this order in the frequency range to cause
heating or burning effects on the body.

S

Fisherman's Yarns
These tales were thought to be just as much
"fisherman's yarns '" as \\" J Z on a crystal set!
They were wrong.
Five-metre transmissions under certain
circun1stances can have an amazing effect
on the human body.
Take a peep int"' the operating theatre of a
:i\Iidland hospital At ihe side of the operating
table you can see a cabinet looking for all the
world like a rriin"iature version of the control
desk at Brookmans Park.
White-shrouded figures bend anxiously
over the patient on the table.
The surgeon moves swiftly and silently . . .
he is operating not with a knife but with an
electrode connected to the mysterious-looking
control panel.
This is electro-surgery in its latest version :
the adaptation of radio to medicine.
Operations can be carried out only with a
high-frequency "'knife," which enables a
surgeon to carry out delicate operations. some
of them almost impossible by more conventional medical means.

Curative Purposes
The radio man is curious to know how
high-frequency currents can be harnessed in
this way, not only for surgical operations but
for flooding the human body with highfrequency vibrations for curative purposes.
In the laboratory experiments first produced
high-frequency currents for electro-surgery
by an arrangement which was similar to that
of spark transmitter. This, of course, gives
a damped wave. It is not a wave of constant
amplitude, and there is a period when the
wave has completely died out. Then we get
a peak of high amplitude as the spark gap is
bridged across. This type of damped wave
high-frequency vibration produces what are

known as" Fara(:ic " sh;ckes i.1pon the patient's
ncryous svsten1.
\\~hen ·electro-surgery is carried out \\Tith
currents of this kind of wave-form there is a
sa·w-likc action ·which produces an irregular
cut. An actin' electrode charged with such a
current and n1o\·ing at a unifonn speed can
only cut at that part of its course when a spark
occurs at the gap. As the wa1·e-train dies out
there will be no cutting effect, and there is
consequently a tendency for the high-frequency
"knife " to drag:.
These difticultics aml manv others have been
overcome by the cxperim~nt:J of a special
branch of the l\Iarconi orgauisa tion, an cl the
result ·is the J\larconi-Dean val\·e diathenn1·
apparatus, which is proving- a godsend
hospitals.
There are three models, the uniwrsal type
being used both for therap\' and surgery.
It meets the needs of the general practitioner
and of small hospitals and allows of full
diathermy treatment of one patient.
It is a radio transmitter in miniature, the
maximum output of high-frequency energy at
the patient's terminals being 2~0 watts !
The frequency is continuously Yariable by
the operator over a range of 00 to 130 metres
(3,3oo,ooo to 2,3oo,ooo cycles per second).
Cutting is done by means of the high-

to

frequency charge on a special electrode.

The controls are simple and the control
handles are easily removable so that they may
be sterilised. 'the surgeon can control the
apparatus himself or with a foot-operated
control.
The high-frequency discharge is provided by an ordonary valve oscillatory
circuit, a l\'Iarconi l\fTrzA vah·e being
used with 2,500 volts on the anode.
The f1lament needs a rz.5 volts supply,
and the ·total current on the filament
side is rr amperes. The complete
"broadcaster " only takes 4, amperes
from a zso-volt so-cycle supply.
Look at the broadcaster . . . it is
mounted in a ccllulosed grey and
polished aluminium lined panel just
like a B.B.C. transmitter. The highfrequency components are inside with
the "stcrilisable" controls brought out
to the top.
An engraved dial on the black panel
enables the operator
to pre-select suitable
vol tagcs

and

"knife" in the oTdi!18XY \\Tay, and a continuous·
\\·a..,,;e-fonn supply is used for cnttin~·This 240-\vatt universal tnoclcl -hcts ample

power for all surgical purposes; it rapidly
se\-ers fat, muscle, and e\·en· tissue--except
Lone or calcification-according to the set.
An expert with whom I ha,·e discussed the
:\Iarconi-Dean ap;oaratus says that at a correct
frequency
a ,·ery simple cut is produced
and the
high-frequency
supply ensures the greatest .sedatiYc effect
both for
and therapy.
l asked
""·geon exacl.h· 1Ylr; electrosurgery is an in1Droven1cnt -on ihe older
technique. He S2.ir{ that it has ihc advantage
O\"er the "knife-and-fork" h·pe of operation
jn that it is not Eecessary to th0 surgeon to
handle the tis";es, and it is much cleaner in
consequence of the complete, sterilisation of
both n1alignan t ar.J bacterial infection.

Sealing Action
The actiYc clectmde, of which Yarious forms
are used accorrling to the purpose in hand,
"·hen charged \Yith suitable current, completely
severs the ti~sue in its course, and, n1ore
important still, it completely sc·als up the
cavillaries and 1~T:1:phatics, thereby arresting
haen1orrhagc.
By thus checking haen1orrhage
and keeping the hngers away fro1n the 1vound
it is possible to cu:n::.nue \Vork deep in the body.
This scaling effect will depe-nd upon the
current and che speed at which the electrode
is directed through the tissue b\· the surgeon.
1he current and speed must be a'liusted so
that the coagulation is just sufliciently effective to seal up the
capillaries and lymphatics; but for cutting purposes the
coagulation must be
very light-of filmlike ctepth.
With
these precautions the

fre-

quencies for the skin
and tissue cut, before
commencing the
operation.
The surgeon can
"tune-in" the patient
so that a condition
of resonance is established between the
person undergoing
the treatment and
the oscillatory
circuit.
\\"hile the operation is going on the
surgeon handles tl1e
high-frequency

This is the unhersal model, used in hospitals
for operations and therapy. The surgeon uses
the foot control shown here while operating
with a high-fz·equency knzfe

healing effect is goocl.
P r i In a r \~ u n i -o n
follo\\·s the operation,
and an excision will
be healed by first
intention.
\\'hen it is necessary to se,·er bloocl
vessels larger than
about one Inillimctrc
diameter, and the
current and tile speed
of cutting the tissue
are just sufficient to
seal up the capillaries
and lymphatics, the
larger vessels mav
not be completely
sealed b1· the electrode in· its course;
but the 1·essel can
be quickly sealed by
taking U]J" the s-evered
end with pointed
h::emostatic forceps
and then applying
the operating electrode, still charged

Continued on page 4
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How to Trickle-charge
That Accumulator
By the "A.W.'•
Technical Staff

W
a\·oid

HY is it that so many listeners stagger
week after week to the distant charging station when they might so easily
this unquestionably back-breaking

experience?

The answer lies deep in the mystery of
human nature. It is not for us to probe into
such inscrutable depths. At the same time we
pop the question in the hope that it will sting
a few back-breakers to reflect upon their
inordinate folly.

Rather Baffling
Perhaps one big reason can be found in the
fact that the listener has no electric-light
supply. ~Which is rather baffling, when you
come to think of it. For, of course, you cannot
charge at home unless you haye some sort of
electric-light supply.
Thousands of people haYe electric light and
don't make any use of it at all. Their existing
battery sets are probably too good to throw on
the junk heap-which accounts for the nse of
a battery set when mains haye probably been
laid on for a year or more.
On the other hand, a sort of half-way house
to electrification of the radio can be reached
through the trickle charger. It does nothing,
of course, to stop the high-tension battery from
running dmvn as quickly as ever. All we

With this trickle-charger you can be sure that your accumulator will be always up to the mark.
It works from A.C. mains
'
suggest a trickle-charger can do is, :first, sa.-e a
permanent crick developing in the vertebrae
and, secondly, keep the accumulator aJ\\~ays
on the top of its form.
Perhaps of the two ad\·antages the latter is
the more important-although we sympathise
with those whose backs seem to be verging on
the "every-picture-tells-a-story" posture.

Looking down on the trichle-charger--a view that clearly shows the layout of the transformer,
rectifier and rheostat

T~ppings on the mains transformer enable the charger to be worked from practically every voltage
·of supply

It Gently Recuperates
Trickle-charging is not Yery different irorn
any other charging. Simply a lower rate of
charging-that's all. "\Vhereas your accumulator groans under perhaps a 6- or eYen
rz-ampere charging rate at the garage, frothing at the vents alongside stalwart car batteries
and suchlike odd bench fellows, under the
soothing influence of a trickle-charger it gently
recuperates with a mere .s-ampere of charging
current.
If you add up the current consumption of
each of the filaments of each of the valves in
your set you will find, very probably, that it
comes to just about ·5 ampere. Maybe a little
less, maybe a little more, but that's the average.
So that on the assumption you use the set
for six hours a day--don't forget all the time
the wife is using it when you are not at home !
-it is possible to charge up overnight all you
discharge during the day and evening.

Up to Scratch
Or, if you don't use the set as much as that,
two or three nights a week on the charger \\·ill
keep the accumulator right up to scratch. That
is really the whole point about these trick lechargers-they enable you to keep the accumulator practically at the fully charged condition.
Which, if you know anything of the chemistry o£ accumulatoJ:s, is a good thing. It happens that an accumulator is peculiarly yu]ncrable to attack by the dread process of
sulphation when it is in a lowly state of discharge. Nothing keeps an accumulator so
young and healthy as being always well
chargecl

4
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and the half-scale reproclucticn d
the bluepr;nt you can sec e\'Cl y
little detail. \Ye will not insalt
your intelligence by elabJrating
the actual assembly ..-trusting that
the blueprint reproduction will
tdl its own simple story.
There is just one point about the
charging that may escape you, -we
think. Suppose that you have two
t\\·o-':olt accumulators to chargeyours and, er, the rnan's next
door --it would be fol!\· to connect
these two in para!l.O:l across the
two-Yolt secondary output.
Connect them in series and make
them into a four-Yolt accumulator.
Then charge them from the fourvolt secondary tapping. In this 1va v
Half-scale 1'eproduction of the full-size blueprint of the chm·ger, which can be
they will be charged
obtained, -price 6d. post paid from us
at the full rate ot
2fl
.-5 ampere. If put
r----':b::-:---.1\~ in parallel on the
\'ilhy do you suppose that a car battery, ace u m ula tors-the
which for momentary periods has to undergo voltage
difference
two-Yolt output the
OUTPUT
enormous discharges, wears so well?
Only between the secondary
charging rate
because the car's dynamo is always charging output and the voltage
would be only .2'5
up the battery's cells and so keeping them at of the accumulator
ampere-half the
being largely responthe fully charged mark.
maximum, due to
From many points of view trickle or low- sible for the actual
the fact that the
rate charging every night or every other night charging current.
total
rcsistanc0
is a commendable practice. When, too, it is
Vl\th ·5 ampere as the
offered
by
the
Theoretical circuit diagram of the cizc,ger,
realised how wonderfully cheap the process is standard charging
batteries 1nmld be
showing fuses, transformer, metal rectifier c.nd
we cannot .understand why more people do current a 2-ohm resisdouble that of one
output terminals
not dash to make or buy a charger.
tance in series between
alone.
the rectifier and the output terminals is
"\ny sort o£ plug can be user! to connect up
Making Ttings Your self
needed~-a variable one being used with the
to the mains--\Yall socket or ba\·onet type--l\Iaking a charger is frankly not cheaper slidcr pushed round to its maximum.
depending on where you propose to do the
than buying one--there are plenty of good
The input or primary of the transformer also charging, of course. Open up the \·ent plugs
models on the market at ridiculously low prices. has tappings suitable for all mains from zoo to before you turn in for the night, othenYisG
But as a reader of this paper you obviously 250 volts. It is of course essential to adjust excessive gassing n1ay cause a :-;pot of b:::riher
like making things for yourself-and that is the input for your particular mains Yoltage, inside the case.
why all these illustrations have been made of othcnvise there will be an error in the charging
Home char.~ing is absurd!)' simple--and
what is essentially a very simple piece of currents.
the extra drain en the mains meter is not
apparatus.
One other component has been included in readable. It is fectally easy, all the same, i"
Assuming that you have A.C. mains, what the pictured charger-a twin fuse holder on m·erlook one of the points that own the chargprecisely do you need for a trickle charger? the mains side of the transformer. This is ing station ~ornetimes forgets. to attend to
Three gadgets : a transformer, a rectifier and always advisable, though not actually essential -the" topping up., of the acid ::;{Jlui.ion.
a regulating resistance.
to the working of the apparatus.
Remember that this must be done with
The transformer is needed to step down the
If you study the theoretical circuit diagram distilled water.
A.C.-mains voltage to a suitable charging
voltage-to a voltage that will remain more
than the voltage of the battery even when it
Surgery-on the Short Waves !
.:\ D.C. voli.mdcr facilitates adjustment of the
is fully charged.
Continued from page 2
filament voliage to the correct Yaluc, and a
with high-frequency current, to the forceps. D.C. milliammeter is provided to facilitate
One-way Current
\Yith the l\farconi-Dean machine
the adjustment of the valve anode current to
The rectifier is needed, rather obviously, to
change the A. C., which is rushing first one way surgeon can perform these operations without the correct ,,~oTkir:..s- ,_-alue.
any
risk
whatever
of
burns
or
shocks.
The st;.;-~clard E'<luipn1ent --is de::;igned for
and then the opposite, into a one-way or
\Vhen it ·is necessary to destroy large masses direct opcr,ation fro111 a 200-2jO-Yolts so-cvcles
direct current that will pour directly into the
of
tissue
by
heavy
coagulation
the
machine
alternating
current supply.
..~
battery through a process of chemical change.
Tappings on the po>.ver transfonner enable
The resistance is essential to control the will deliver coagulating current up to 3·5
degree of charging current.
As a matter of amperes, which will effectively coagulate tissue the apparatus to \YOrk off 200, :.::Io, 220, 230,
240, and 250 volts.
fact the charging current can be worked out to a depth of r ·5 millimetres.
The universal model for hospital \YOrk is an
The total input energy for the maximum
very nearly well enough by suitably tapping
down the secondary of the mains transformer- ordinary high-frequency circuit built around the output is approximdely soo 11·atts.
The low-tension _\_C_ supply is transfonnccl
but although this has beeu done for the present l\ITI zA valve, but there is a special research
and is rectified b,· a bank
charger a resistance on the D.C. side of the model with a r8o-watts output which is to a higher
designed
specially
for
the
medical
research
of full-wave
rectifiers, a method which
rectifier is still advisable to prevent disastrous
\vorker.
'
eliminates
the
co~:;t
of
maintaining rectifying
short circuits and inadvertent reversals of the
The maximum output of high-frequency valves.
polarity of the connections.
For the charger shown in these pages a current at the patient tern'linals is 150 ·watts.
Portable Model
transformer with three secondary tappings The frequency is continuously yariable over a
There is also a portable moclel for doctors
has been used, giving output voltages of range of from 35,30o,ooo cycles to II5,38o,ooo
vd1o \vant to caTry out high-frequency treatapproximately II, 9 and 7Yz volts. These are cycles per second (8.5 to 2.6 metres).
The high-frequency oscillatory circuit is ment or operations on the spot. The ~brconi
suitable respectively for 6-, 4- and 2-volt
adjusted to the required frequency by a Dean portable has an output of S5 watts.
variable inductance for coarse tuning, and by .:\ \VaYclength of ~oo metres is used for the;.-~py,
PARTS NEEDED FOR TRICKLE CHARGJiiR
a vernier condenser for fine tuning. A coupling and roo tnetrcs for surgery. It '-YOrl;::~ off an
BASEBOARD
control between the primary oscillatory circuit alternating current n1ains suppl}- anJ takes
l·-Five-ply, 10\4 in. by 4 in.
and the feeder enables the amount of energy only 300 \vatls.
HOLDER, FUSE
1-Bulgin twin, type Fl4.
transferred to the latter circuit to be adjusted
For demonstration purposes metal handlc>s
RECTIFIER
according to requirements.
can be fitted to one of these electro-surgery
I~Westinghousc. type LT2.
Two controls are provided for ,-alve circuit outfits so that a patient can feel the highRESISTANCE, VARIABLE
1-Heayberd 2-ohm, Oa::;eboarcl mounting.
adjustment, one for adjusting the filament frequency currents.
Den1onstrations are
SUNDRIES
current
and the other for adjusting the strength carried out, for the benefit of the layman, by
!-Ebonite strip, 2% in. by 1 Y2 in.
of the magnetic field surrounding the vah·e "operations " on raw meat. This is how bud2-Clix terminals, marked: L.T.+, L.T.-.
Connecting wire and slt'eYing,
filament. Once these controls are adjusted to ding surgeons cxperin1cnt ·with electro-surgery,
TRANSFORMER, MAINS
the correct values they seldom nRRcl re- listening-in while they produce callous cuts
l~Heayberd, type W:JG.
adjustment.
on prime steaks with a high-frequency knife.
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Amateur Adventures in Africa
T

O. be; in a town in the .British Isles \Yhere

are nurr1erous shops -vying ·with
each other in seliing radio components
is one thing. To be in a village in the same
lsles where there is not a single shop that
t1~cre

stocks the said components is another thing.

But to be in the centre of Africa, where the
ne~rest

shop is 350 n1iles a·way and ·where

the\· do root stock radio components, that is
quite another thing! This is where we find
ourseh·cs. The nearest spot where we can
obtain 2o radio part is nearly a thousand miles
awa,· and one must reckon on fi•·e weeks
befoore a reply can be obtained by post.

But hurrah! at long last the L.T. battery
has arrived, fully charged but oh, horrors ! it
has had a rough passage and there is only
a tablespoonful of acid left in it ! ·wha tcver
shall we do now?
At the end of that same 350 miles walk is
the nearest supply of acid and distilled water.
Yes, but you can use rain water and top up
for the time being and so save the plates.
Oh yes, but there isn't any rain water about,
and there will be no rain for a not her four
months.
Only one thing for it. Fasten down the
lid of the old kettle, affix to the spout the
rubber tubing off the douche can, coil the
said tubing in a pan of cold water, keep the
fire going, and watch the precious distilled
aqua ch·op ! drop ! drop ! into the glass jar.
E.-en so, and in due time we topped np.
The steady z-volt supply of L.T. made all
the difference in the \\"Oriel to reception. The
l\Ielody Ranger fully justified itself as a
ranger, but I am ;lfraid it was somewhat
handicapped as to melody by one or two faults
in earth and aerial.
For instance, the aerial was So feet long and
the far end of it >Yas attached to a branch of
a lo•·ely tree. The earth was an old B.S.A.
rifle barrel !
The a.erial stayed as it was for a time, but
we fitted a Filt earth and that made a big
difference. Then later on we stumbled on
the idea of the equipoise earth and that

dynamo from a scrap motor-car dealer in
England.
Not far away from our place here we had
observed a fair-sized spring with a few rather
awkward falls in it. \Ve made a shtrt at the
highest fall and arranged for the ri.-cr to run
out of its natural course for alJout roo yards

and then we made a respectable fall. This
bemg successful, all we needed was to make
a water turbine from boards and odd bits of
scrap. Yes, boards we could have easily
enough by sending natives out \Vith a pit sa'V~
but where oh where were we to find the scrap?

A Water Turbine
At last this problem was solved : an old
worn-out bike was made to yield up the
scrap. In clue time we had completed a
wonderfnl contraption >Yhich we dared call a
"water turbine."
We wandered down to see if all was O.K.
at the fall, but alas ! alack ! there was no
longer a fall there ! The earth had been washed
HaYing got settled in a bit, \\"C got to ·work
away and there remained a deep channel
on the k!t of parts and soon had the set
through which the water rushed. This
completeU. It \vas easy to arrange about the
demanded that we set to and do the job
~crial; there -..vas a lo\·cl_y big tree standing
properly, or as near properly as possible under
about roo feet awaY, and another one was
the ctrcumstances. Cement was out of the
soon cut clown and erected near to the winclow,
question and so we worked away with boards
through which the lead was to be brought.
and we\yere successful, though often perilously
All present <end correct except the LT. supply.
near fatlmg. There only remained to transport
Olle 'veek-b.vo \vceks-three \\"8E'ks-four
the turbine to the scene of the man-made fall
\\"Cek:-J, and still no sign of it. In de8poration
and to fix it in position.
v.-e becan1e daring enough to
\Vhat a day of excitement!
risl~ getting son1ething \Yith
Two
perspiring
niggers
a poclret lamp battery for
staggering along through
L.T. supply. But \\·hat a
the bush bearing on their
business ! \Ve had not the.
shoulders a pole to which was
feel of the set and hours and
slung the wonderful conhours of fiddling about with
traption.
The many black
i.he dials produced nothing.
spectators lining the bush
J3G t at long last '""e got Big
route gazed at it in wonder
B2n half-way through \Yith
and perplexity.
The only
his chimes and then "Tltis
conclusion they could come
io London-" and what
to was that the Baas had
excitement that produced !
made a new-fangled leopard
But a pocket lamp battery
trap!
(~oes not pron1ise 1nuch and
Arriving at the ri,·er, we
so "·e conserved its little
soon had the turbine in
OYNI\!10.
stock o£ juice by listening
position.
The dam was
each evening to the ne\VS
removed from the new water
and then switching off. Yet,
course and soon the water
in spite of all our care, fading
was
rushing down and
became more anc! more
tnmbling on to the wheel,
pronounced and of longer
which revolved at a rare
duration until at last dead
speed. The shouts of excitesilence reigned. Still that L.
ment ·were great, but we
T. battery did not turn up !
now came to remember that
l)cternlincd not to be
our task was not yet finished.
depri,·ed of the London news,
The dynamo had to be fixed
\1/AHR
m; begged a friend's pocketsomewhere ! And some sort
lamp battery. La:ter on we
of a drive would have to
OPF PULlEY
BALLAST
\#iiEf.l
borrowed others, and later
be made.
•~ The Contraption:/' as our
describes his w~ird and wonderstill we began to be desperate
'We soon saw how to fix the
ful accunzulator~clzar.._r;ing
With
"boy power" the Melody Ranger's
and daring enough to annex
dynamo, but the drive was a
_power su_pply is kept alzuays up to scratch!
some ! But thev all, sooner
little more difficult to provide
or later, gave ~1p the effort to keep those seemed to give the Ranger a better chance. for. 'Vhen certain other members of the
filamenta h~ated.
Then we hit on the idea of
:t\ ext we turned our attention to the aerial family were not about I looked out all the
wiring them up in parallel and at last we had and began to shorten it 5 feet at a time; straps of hold-alls, but alas ! there was not
a row of batteries of Yarious shapes and sizes each piece chopped off made us come further one to fit the dynamo pulley. So necessity
stretching across the table like a miniature and further away from that lovely tree, and demanded that "Daddy go a-hunting-To kill
goods train.
reception became better and better and inter- a little animal-And get a skin for belting."
The wiring together of these batteries was ference less and less. \Ve finally left the aerial
He did, and after a couple of days a raw
11ol a work of art, and if someone nearly alone at I7 feet, including the lead-in, at hide belt was to hand. And oh ! how can I
touched the table, then the whole performance which point the :Melody Ranger was giving us express my feelings when at last the dynamo
ended abruptly.
both Melody and Range.
was revolving at 3,ooo revs per minute and
It did so end once, when everybody was
But all this time something else had been generating a full half volt ! Every possible
standing well away, stretching their necks like happening, the precious L.T. battery was adjustment was tried, but the output never
giraffes to catch the news from the weak little getting rather down in the mouth. Of course, varied.
voice proceeding out of the limd speaker ! we had an idea that this might happen sooner
\Vorse, it was getting well on into the dry
The only conclusion we could come to was or later and in some measure we had been season and the stream was shrinking daily
that there must have been a slight technical preparing to counteract it. For a few shillings -that was another thing we had not taken
hitch at the B.B.C.
I had bought an old-! mean an ancient- into consideration. So what with a dynamo

This Outlandish Place
Into this outlandish place we walked with
the precious kit of parts, >Yarranted to complete
a \\·onder 'et called the Melod v Ranger.
H.T. ancl bLls batteries .,-e had, but no L.T.
supph·. That precious shop nearly r,ooo
miles av,·8y hadn't one in. but "Oh, yeees, in
a few day.s we shall dispatch one to you."
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refusing to give a proper output, a stream had not looked up in the book the things that
daily cutting down its supply to the turbme, could happen inside a neglected accumulator.
At last-it seemed years !-we got the
an accumulator more or less full of only
distilled water, hope began to die within the wonderful bearings (pieces of tubing from the
scrap bike) in position and the wheel mounted
human breast.
But we pulled ourselves together. Some- and then-there goes that wretched gong for
thing must be done. The pessimist who says afternoon tea! Leaving the carpenter to put
"It ran't be done" and the optimist who .sits in a few more screws here and there, I strolled
down (!) and says: "It can be done"-neither over to tea and after tea invited all and
was any use in a situation like this. Only a sundry to come and have a look at the latest
" Peptimist" will get through with it, for he success! (Oh, that I hadn't!) It certainly
looked a bit queer-this ex-turbine, ex-windtakes off his coat and gets at it !
\Veil what about it? What is to be the mill fitted with a wooden wheel and cycle
next ~ove? Why not change the existing crank, but that didn't matter so long as_ the
contraption into a windmill? There is always present idea was a success, and everybody
plenty of breeze on this spot. \Ve were soon thought it was.
"Boy ! You there ! Get hold of that crank
and start up that wheel!" Slowly it began
to revolve, but oh, horrors, did ever a wheel
-could ever a wheel-wobble as this one
does? I looked-! stared-! tried to speak
We have been asked by many readers
c-my mouth was dry-my throat parched
when Noel Bonavia-Hunt is again
-oh, that the earth might open and swallow
going to contribute to our pages.
me up out of sight !
Well, he does this week, as you will
All filed out slowly-so did I, and wandered
see by turning to pages 10 and 11.
around a bit busying myself doing nothing !
Next week he will discuss the possiBut I couldn't keep away and at last found
bilities of getting real quality from a
my way back to the scene of baffled wisdom.
simple battery three·valver.
I found my carpenter had taken matters into
his own bands; while one boy turned the crank
he had two others doing their best to guide
well on the way to complete the windmill and the belt and keep it on the wheel, but would
it promised to be quite a success-in fact, in it? Not it-not even for half a turn of the
a way, it was a success ! But I must tell you crank.
about it.
I went away again and upon my return I
Petrol tins >vere cut up and vanes made found my precious carpenter more aggressive
which were wired to one of the scrap bike than ever. He was working for dear life to
wheels; this with much difficulty was mounted, complete a deep groove in the driving wheel.
but the improvised shaft was none too strong. I must confess that hope somewhat revi,·ed
The following day demanded our absence from for, after all, how could the belt run out of
the place. Imagine our vexation when upon a groove like that? But it did-and snap
our return we discovered tire windmill a wreck, went the belt. I sat and watched him and
the wheel and vanes lying on the ground !
I learned a lesson in patience.
He tried it over and over again, until at
Certain Niggers Argue
last the belt was nearly all joints and bifurcated
It turned out that certain niggers had been rivets. Then he gave it up and sat down on
arguing as to "\vhether the windmill would the floor. That carpenter of mine has brains,
reYolve or not. Only untying it would prove I will say that for him. Honour where honour
it. A strong wind was blowing at the time is due, you know. His final suggestion seemed
and the wheel soon gathered speed. The to be the only feasible one left. He said :
proof-provider having provided the proof put "VV'hy not get two men to hold the block with
out his hand to stop it and received a nasty the dynamo on it, and while one turns the
gash. The doubters bolted and left him to crank, these two can move the block from
it. Faster and faster went the wind-mill, and side to side and in this way compensate for the
then suddenly the final crash came. There wobble in the wheel." I did not wait to
"·as no further scrap that we could use to witness the experiment, I ran out and away
repair it, so the wind-mill died a premature where I could be quiet for a time. J-Ia,·ing
death. So what is to be done now? Come calmed down, I ventured back and peeped in
along old Peptimist, what about it?
-there was not a soul present.
Our eyes alighted npon the drilling machine;
That night I had horrible dreams of tangled
,-ou know the kind-they have an emery-wheel masses of wheels, dynamos, windmills and
fitted which you push into gear when you turbines, but I awoke with another idea
"·ant to grind. \Vhat about fitting that up coursing through my mind, and long before
temporarily, just to get the battery up a bit? sun-up I had my precious carpenter working
\\'c soon had a 14-inch wooden pulley ready at that wheel. We took it off, made the hole
and this was fixed in place of the emery-wheel. in it larger, and then judiciously packed it
\Ye got the speed all right-in fact, about with quarter and half sections of steel tubing
ro,ooo revs per minute, but that dynamo sawn off the old scrap bike-what would we
stubbornly refused to yield more than a half have done without that bike?
volt! But even if it had yielded a respectable
\Vc certainly took a heap of wobble out of
output, it would have taken all the African that wheel., but oh dear! not enough to make
male population in this district to have kept that belt stay put. It was most exasperating.
that emery machine going for a whole day. But patient effort and perseverance was about
I did my bit at it during the experimenting to be rewarded with success, had we but
and I spent the next couple of days in a state known it. The overta."ed but futile--I mean
fertile--mind presented its final scheme.
of convalescence !
The fut-fertile mind: "Now, Mr. Peptimist,
Semi-final Idea
what about taking your coat off and tackling
After seriously considering the problem that eight gallon drum lying there?"
during the aforesaid convalescence, the more "Tackling that drum? But what on earth
or less semi-final idea presented itself to the can I do with that?"
somewhat fatigued brain. Two-inch planks
F. :VI.: "Well, you could cut the ends out of
were sawn and planed and squared, and- with it, split it down the seam, cut 6-inch wide
these a solid wheel was made measuring three lengths, nail them round the driving wheel so
feet six inches in diameter.
making its width 6 inchee instead of two and
We tried to keep calm while on with all -Hey Presto! your belt stays put." No
these experiments, but it was not easy when sooner said than done and hurrah ! it does
we remembered the dreadful chemical actions stay put; victory is ours-but is it? There
which would be taking place in that precious is still only a full half volt from that dynamo.
accumulator's inside ! I wished many times I That dvnamo will be the death of me I

Next Week

I had boys sweating at that crank from
moru till night, day in and day out, while
I sat above the dynamo trying out every
conceivable method of wiring up the cut-out,
ammeter and accumulator. At the end of a
week I was nearly blind, my mind threatened
to give \vay, and I was about as far away from
success as ever.

Begone Dull Care
But begone dull care. I espy two men
ascending the slope to our shanty and I
recognise them as two old friends, both motor
mechanics of many years standing and experience on African bush roads, where there 2re
no garages, no A.A. scouts, no spare depots:
all of which means that scores and scores of
times they have proved necessity the mother
of invention.
I felt sure they would not fail me in ILY hour
of distress. vVe gave them a warm welcome
and found out they had travelled atout 250
miles down river in their little motor-boat.
Having refreshed them with ·umpteen glasses
of lemonade and dumpteen cups of coffee-a
dry and thirsty land, this--we ventured to
mention our dilemma. \Vould they help?
"Rather ! " Being what they were, and after
two days and two nights couped up in a
motor-boat-why their fingers were just
itching for something to fiddle about with.
\Ve adjourned to the scene of glorious
achievement and humiliating defeat. The boy
starts up the wheel----my friends grab the
voltmeter leads-and then follows a solid two
hours of changing round the wiring, testing
each component separately, touching up the
corn' with some glass paper and taking out
and replacing the brushes, etc., and net result
-one half volt! I really enjoyed those two
hours. Every change they made and every
adjustment and every etc. I knew off bv
heart and I knew they would fail, I had hacl
some ! It had hurt my pride to discover what
a fool and a duffer I was in all this business,
but as I watched these two experienced men
at it-well, I did not feel it quite so keenly.
At last they straightened up and both glared
at the dynamo. I had done that myself, too.
So much so it was a wonder my eyes had not
dropped out. Then they gave their final
verdict with no uncertain voice : "This
dynamo is a dud ! " I was waiting for that
and so I said : "Excuse me, but that dynamo
was tested by an expert. I was present at
the testing and the dynamo was found to be
in perfect order."

Saved By the Gong!
For the fifth time the gong went calling m
to lunch and the poor chaps were delivered
from further complications and embarrassment.
After lunch they had no more time to waste
and must needs say good-bye, but they were
good fellows and saved the situation after all.
Stripping the liTtle dynamo off their motorboat, they sent it up for me to use until I
could get my own fixed up.
vVe swopped acids--I mean we swopped
nearly distilled water for acid, because they
would soon be able to get a fresh supply. \Ye
soon had the dynamo in position and iu a
couple o£ days the accumulator was gassing
freely and everything in the garage was lovely.
After a short holiday, the mind being now
rested, Old Man Peptimist began to agitate
once again. He said: "You had better take
your coat off again and get at that old dynamo.
Those chaps will expect their dynamo to be
sent back sooner or later." So I whipped off
my coat and was soon in the thick of it. . To
this day I cannot tell you what really happened,
but as soon as the dynamo was in position and
the wheel started up, there was rz full volts on
the voltmeter and 6 amps on the ammeter! And
we have had no further trouble with it since !
So ends the story of adventure with a wireless
set in central Africa in which necessity the
mother of invention played such an important
part.
T. H. BROWN.
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On Your Wavelength
The Week's Radio Gossip
Is Droitwich a Failure ?

By THERMION
Inadequate H.T.B.s!

T

the station would not gi,·e a better account of
itself if it were moved to higher ground,
either in the south of Exmoor or the north of
Dartmoor.
+
+
+

·waYes wa:3 son1ething "\\"hich just didn't happen,

OR, I belic,·e, the first time in history,
one and the same item was broadcast
twice from all the Eegional stations on Thursdav. December 20.
The item in question was The Princess of
Pamphernalia, which was described as "a
piece of nonsense for all children under a
hundred." It was given at four o'clock and
again at 7.30 p.m. A jolly good piece of
foolery it was, and one could sec the reason
for its double presentation.
:\[ost children under ten woulcl ha\·e been
New Angle on Battery Sets
(or should have been) in bed by the time that
F the makers "·on't fit large-capacity batteries
the eYening performance \vas due, and most
because they cost a bob or two more, and
children aged between about eighteen and
sixh· "·ould ha,·e been (or should hose been) if the public won't buy them as replacements

HOUGH I wouldn't go so far as to call the
new giant National transmitter a failure,
there is, I am afraid, little doubt that its results
at present arc not up to the expectations of
those who planned it.
I rccei-..e many
complaints from listeners, particularly those
lh·ing in the \Vest Country, that their reception
of the National programmes is so bad that they
are not worth listening to.
Droitwich actually beha\·es in a very unusual
"·ay for a long-wave station. Its transmissions
facle baclly in se\·eral parts of the country. It
used to be thought that fading on the long
but vou may remember that last vear RadioFari~ began to ·wobble a bit to\Yarcls the end
of lhc summer.

What's the Reason?
E\.El\. at any time, though, has Radio~
Paris shown sucl1 fading as now occurs
'"ith Droitwich, and still more curious, though
nroib.,·icll fades in the \\'est Country, Radio-

N

Paris, which is rather fetrther G.\\"ay, does not
l10 :-iO.

The trouble 111ust aln1ost certainly be in the

aerial system, and though Droitwich has
naturally c.n aerial of the very latest pattern,
it may eventually be found unsuitable for
local conditions.
I don't regard i.he problem of Droitwich as
insoluble and though the B.B.C.Js engineers
arc nduraily clisappointed, I f,mC\" that they
still haYe a. card or hvo up their sleeves.
'Gnfortunately, fading is by no means the
onlv crime of which Droitwich is accused at
the~ moment. The \Yest Regional lies almost
exactly in a straight line bet\\·een Droitwich,
a large part of De,·on, and the greater part of
Corm1·all.

West Regional to Be Moved ?

H

E::'JCE what was originally known as the

Luxe1n bourg Effect is 1nanifcsiing its'elf in
sorne\Yhat aggravated form in ihc~e two
countie:s, anll in son1c places the unfortunate

\\'est Regional is pretty well blotted out.
J don't feel at all sure that the
fading of Droitwich in the \Yest
Countrv is not pretty closclv
bound ~up with the fact that !t
aml the \Vest Regional are as

Programme Innovation

F

AST year I referred to the folly of many set
makers who turned out big sets containing
anything from four to six valves and provided
them with small high-tension batteries, in
some cases of very· poor quality ..
There is no question that they did themselves
incalculable harm by this piece of stupidity,
for my correspondence shows that any number
of people, who were hard hit by excessi>·e
running costs, have become shy of buying
sets, however good they may be, by the
particular maker who sold them a pup-not
a K.B. Pup !-in the past.
Yet this year again one finds sets needing
umpteen milliampcres of plate current turned
out \vith silly little H.T ..B.s.

L

I

cng3.gecl at four o'clock

jn the afternoon in earning their daily bread.
The idea is quite a
souncl one, but I feel,
somehow, that there
n1lght

have

been

a

ra thcr better altcrna ti ve
for
those,
whatever
n1lght be their age, \Yho

had heard the matin(e
performance and clicln't
~xant to hear it again.
The only altcrnati,-c
prO\·ided at 7.30 p.m.
was a talk from i.he
~ationals

on "LcaYing

School."
This child, who had
been able to hear the
matinee because, like
most writers, he works
at queer times, blessed
his nice fat supcrhct
which enabled him to
make a jolly little
trip abroad.

In a mains recei·vcr it is necessary to arrange

to the input of the tmnsfonner to be tapped, so .
can be adjusted to the voltage of supply-wl11ch
200 to 250 volts or n:ore

near as Tnakcs no matter in a
'lraight line with a large part of

the affected area.
There seems little doubt that
ihe Luxembourg Etiect is a twoedged sword : not only can a
long"wm·e station interfere with
a medium-waver, but also a
mediunl-\Y~l.ver

n1ay cause trouble

to the long-,Yave transmitter,
It may be found necessary to
moYe the .'\Vest hegional transmitter, and I shouldn't be at all
surprised if this >Yere the eventual
solution. Its position has always
seemed to me none too good,
since behind it-that is to say,
to the south, south-east, and
south-west-there rise the verv
considerable heights of the
Brendon Hills and of Exmoor.
I have often >Yondered whether

Ekco photo

Control of the modern well-designed set is vastly simplified by the
provision of a 1·eally large tuning scale clearly marked in both
wavelengths and stations

for the same reason-c,·en though
an extra hvo or three shillings
may mean weeks and \Yeeks of
additional service-it seems to
me that the problem of the
battery set will have to be
looked at from an entirely new
standpoint.
As matters are at present, the
designer is rather in a quandary.
He knows that to give you good
sensitiveness plus good quality
of reproduction, a three-valve
set cannot draw much less than
ro milliamperes from the hightension battery and that the
superheterodyne
needs about
half as much again. No standardcapacity battery can supply
economically ro milliamperes;
much less can it supply 15.
Hence, if the designer is told
that he has to base his set on a
small-capacity H.T.B. he must
sacrifice either performance or
economy in running costs.
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The detector valve is the most like! y to
misbehave in this way, particularly in the
type of set where the detector is transformercoupled to the L.F. amplifier. So if you find
that the whistle persists. even when the :c.erial
is disconnected, try the effect of replacing the
old \'alve with a new one .

"A.W." Reference Sheet-No. 14.

All About Safety Fuses
constructors do not appreciate
M ANY
the value of fuses and likewise do not
take the trouble to embody them in their

A more elaborate system is one where
the filaments are also protected from the
grid-bias supply, and in this case a double
receivers. Bearing in mind the low cost of
fuse is fitted, the holder being so designed
these components and the amount of
that three connecting points are provided.
protection they afford, they should be
The connections are then high-tension
included in every receiver, particularly if
negative, lo-w-tension negative and gridone is in ihc habit of
bias positive.
experimenting with the
\Yith mains receivers
circuit.
it
is
necessarv
to
If the circuit of an
insert the fuse
the
ordinary battery receiver
supply side and it is also
is examined, it will be
advisable to employ those
found that one side of the
of the double type. Here
high tension battery is
again it is only a matter
common 'vith one side of
of breaking the two supthe low-tension supply.
ply leads going to the
In the majority of cases,
primary of the mains
it is the negative poles
transformer and inserting
which are joined together.
a fuse in each lead.
Therefore, as the object
It is advisable to fit
Typical twin fuse, suitable for
of a fuse is to prevent the
these after the switch,
insertion in the input mains
valve filaments receiving
thus allowing the supply
leads to a transformer
excessive voltage, it is
to be switched off, and so
inserted
between
the
rendering the fuses dead.
junction of these batteries.
This will allow them to be
In a battery receiver, a single fuse is
replaced without fear of a shock.
sufficient and this can be quite easily fitted
The current-carrying capacity of the
by separating the high-tension negative
fuses will depend entirely upon the fila'vire fron1 the lo\v-tension negative and
ment rating and high-tension current
flovving.
inserting the fuse between these two points.

1n

The trouble is that modern valves require
surprisingly large amounts of high-tension
current.
This doesn't matter a bit if you
are working off thp mains, but it matters a
whole heap of bits if you are relying on
batteries.
To me it seems that valve makers should
set themselves the task of turning out efficient
valves with low high-tension consumption.
After all, the only stage in which we want
current from the plate is the output, which
has to work the loud-speaker. In every other
part of the set volts have to be passed on, aud
the steady plate current is largely wasted.

•

+

•

Third-party Risks
AMILIARITY, they say, breeds contempt;
F
but, all the same, I prefer to switch a set
off before starting to explore the inside wiring.
The other night a friend of mine, who has
been long enough at the game to know better,
wanted to show me what he called a queer
((loose-contact'' effect.
As it didn't show up when he wanted it to,
he proceeded to open the back of the cabinet
and tinker about inside. I was standing by
patiently, when he suddenly let out a yelp,
said "Gee-whiz" -or words to that effectand shot his hand out so swiftly that he spilled
a glass of beer I happened to be holding.
Of course, a fellow who does a thing like
that deserves all he gets, but he certainly has
no right to introduce third-party risks.

Safety First
S a matter of fact, one doesn't run much
risk of getting a bad shock from the
ordinary type of wireless set; though I wouldn't
be so sure about the low-frequency side of
scme of the high-powered models.
It really depends a lot upon the person
concerned, as son1e folk seem to have a higher
skin-resistance than others. For ir:stance, a
m::m who is able to handle ordinary mains
voltage with impunity will get quite peevish
if a live wire happens to come up against

A

the inside of his wrist or the back of his hand.
Again, it isn't volts so much as amps which
do the damage. Most people can stand up
to an induction-coil delivering as much as
xoo,ooo volts, because the discharge current
only amounts to a few milliamps. On the
other hand, the passage of a. quarter of an
ampere ~hrough the body is definitely dangerous, wh1lst half an ampere means certain
death.

+

•

+

Whistles!

A

HIGH-PITCHE.D whistle, though usually
dne to heterodyne interference, can be
caused by a valve which has exceeded its useful
term of life. Owing to falling emission, the
effective impedance of a valve starts to rise
with increasing age, and the point will come
when it sets up interaction between the
circuits.

Wire-wound Resistances

T

HESE wire-):Vound resistances rated to
handle one watt, are extremely useful
to the home constructor. Their use greatly
simplifies the wiring of any set-no specictl
holders are needed, as their wire ends
connect straight into the circuit to terminals
on appropriate components.
Owing to their very special construction,
these resistances will actually handle much
more than the rated one watt of power-in
fact, if vou have an accidental short circuit,
although they will then get very hot, they
will return to normal resista nee value when
coded. Incidentally, they are unaffected
by changes in temperature and are ideal
for short-\vave sets, especially when used
under adverse clin1atic conditions.
The prices of all values from 50 to
roo,ooo ohms is orlJ one shilling, which is
remarkably good value. This card can be
seen hanging in every wireless shop.

•

•

•

Wireless in the Air

T

HE art of direction finding, including the
nevv radio- beacon system of navigating
ships and aircraft, is not only one of the most
interesting "side-shovvs" in wireless, but, in
my opinion, is likely, before long, to become
one of the biggest.
In America, for instance, radio-beam
systems for guiding an aeroplane "home·· and
for enabling the pilot to land the machine
safely, in foggy weather, are already in
constant use. The equipment is practically
fool-proof-so much so that the pilot can
glide safely down the "landing beam" whilst
seated inside a hooded cockpit, i.e. so that he
cannot see anything except ·the instruments
on his dashboard.
This seems just the kind o£ thing we want
over here, where poor visibility-particularly
fog-practically puts a stop, for the time
being, to all passenger flying. Incidentally it
would allow machines to land closer to town
than either Croydon, Hendon, or Heston.
vVormwood Scrubs, for instance, would make
an ideal airport once the danger of a forcer'
landing clue to fog is remO\'ecl.

Direction Finding

W

HILST on this subject I must refer to
Mr. Barfield's recent paper on direction
finding addressed to the \Vireless Section of
the Institute of Electrical Engineers. Amongst
other things he showed how far we have gone
towards making direction finding an exact
science, as compared with the rather hit-ormiss affair it was when I first ran into it in the
later stages of the war.
'V1ost of the uncertainty in those days, we
put down, by and large, to a multiplicity of
causes, such as night effect, coastal effect,
and what not.
Lieutenant Adcock, however, put his .finger
on the real source of the trouble" in rgr8, when
he' pointed out that one couldn't trust wireless
waves once they had been reflected from the
Heaviside layer. because they were liable to
come do\vn (( bvisted." Obviously you ca!l't
get accurate bearings from a. twisted wavefront, and so he produced an aerial which
responded only to the direct or "earthbound"
wave, and took no notice of reflected waves.
To my mind this was one of the pioneer inventions which laid the foundation of modern.
dependable, directionfinding.
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Reducing Short~wave
Interference
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By J. R. McDOWALL
are

rr:<Crcial \va-;.~clengths.
1-;-1ade interference is

:-;cr.erally close to the
C:)llcctor S\-·stem
;,vell up
in the' 2cir- End the lead-in oshould
r..ut act as co11ector.
The lca,]-in should be transposed
that it picks up interference
The

1S:) degree;; out of phase.

concealed at
the

borizcnial doublet sho\Yn in
Fit<. r is n1~ide up of two \Yires of
each wire being
and 75ft. in length.
characteristics of
the aerial are shown in
3· The
transpo~ition blocks can
n1adc

out of old hard rubber or bakclite
to -~ in. in thickness, cut as
Dry hardwood boiled·in
will clo as well as either of
above.
The inverted L aerial may seem
unbalanced because the lead-in line
d is terminated between the insulabut it is balanced by suitable
RI and R2.
The coupling coil can be wound
on a coil former, which will slip
inside the aerial coil of the receiver.
A strip of fibre fastened on the coil
former of the coupling coil will act
as a spring to hold the coil at any
desired coupling.
The coupling
should be changed for best results,
Tl1c primary of the aerial coil is
not then used in the receiveL
If oscillation occurs on A.C. sets
when the volume control is turned
on full, try reversing the position of
the plug going to the regular A.C.
lihes.
This type of aerial really should
be used with shielded receivers for
best interference-reduction results.

SHAPE OF FIELO
OF GREATEST
PICKUP

a
Fig. I.-Horizontal doublet. Fig, 3.-Shape of field.
Transposition blocks

- ---""·3"'s· -7s~·----~

Fig, 4·-

d
!,__ rlTERt~INATES
HERE.

®

Fig. 2.-Inverted L aerial. Fig, 5.-Shape of field.
Transposition block. Fig, 7.-Coupling coils

Fig, 6.-

Crusaders Air Their Views

N

O\\' thao the Christmas
for
of us,

are-a dim
we n1ust
on our
out the final analysis of that

armour and
ne·d Crusader set.
H we judge
by the letters received from
enthusiastic
of the Crusader Corner,
y,-c shall be rather at sea-for there is more and
more evidence of conflict as to the exact form
v:ill take.
be said to be
still to be solved
battery- or mainsand
or all-wave?
Console or table cabinet l
so on through
of controversial design features.
shall emote a few more readers' letters
hc£ore
' letting the cat out of lhc bag.
time it is some cat !
for an A,C super-het," says
not built the preceding two
sets because I am done with battery
only a rei. per unit for
you'll agree n1ains are
for 111C! n

boys on to a super-het using the \Ycarite
intermediate-frequency coils-it seems a pity
to discard the set of coils---especially as my
lot are quite new."
·well_ that's an interesting letter, especially
the last bit about the coils. It is a very
serious problem, this coil sacrifice. vVe cannot
stick to the same coils for set after set because,
as most of you quite naturally agree, the coils
really are the heart of any high-frequency
design, and have to be altered to suit the
conditions it is desired to bring about,
At the same
we fully appreciate that
constructors arc
to scrap a perfectly good
set of coils. If there is any reader who can
offer a really constructi\'e suggestion on this
matter we shall be hannv to publish his views,

Problem Still There

Unconscionable Time
It
that this Grid is taking
such an
time to spread to every
home in the land-for then the problem of the
wireless set designer would indeed be simplified,
"l ha,·e at
the 1932 Super 6o, built
when it was
introduced to us-it is the
best oc1per-hct I haYe had or heard. I also
built one for a friend and he is very pleased
with it. But I want a change, As you know,
it has the grid bias from batteries, and I have
tried auto bias but the set doesn't like it,
"So can you give us one with the Super 6o
calibre :fitted with auto-bias and an outside
a'3rial?
"I thought perhaps you could get the

always bearing in mind, those of you who
write in, our remarks on the necessitv for
considering the coils as the key-point ii1 the
set's design.
As far as we can see, the question boils down
to this : if the coils are good enough to keep in
service so is the set in which they are used. That
being so, the right thing to do is to keep the
set or pass it on to a friend, and completely
set yourself up again with the new design,
It is useless to "botch" a new set with coils
not really designed for it. That wilL cause
disappointment of the worst kind. To take
good coils from an existing set that is giving
satisfaction and put them into a new design is
to ask for trouble that will surely ensue, The
result wi 11 be the scrapping of a good set and
the building of a bad one,

One of the innovations in loud-speaker design
is the slotted cone edge as shown above

At the same time, the problem is there-and
we ourselves don't pretend to have solved it
any more than any other designers have. We
admit it, though, which is a degree of frankness
not perhaps as universal as it might be,
That is where the Crusade comes in·-to
right constructor wrongs, to build up a fellowship of real co-ordination between designers
1nd amateurs,
" I hope your new Crusader set will be a
battery-driven, four-valve super-het, using the
latest and most up-to-date valves, including
the double-diode-triode as second detector, and
double-pentode output."
So speaks CCr383. Like many other
readers, this Crusader insists on self-adjusting
volume control-which as a matter of fact is
not too easy to put into a simple super-het
·with a minimum of high-frequency amplification.
At the same time, it can be done, and will
be clone if our designers ha Ye their way.

~~wu-~

w

What Is the Best Form o

LOW-FRE
NOEL BONAVIA-HUNT,

M.A.,

Reviews the Seve
of

to
(z) "stereophonic"
open to amateur

coupling.

Each Form of Coupling Illustrated

L Instant
of
sound by the loud-speaker.
z. Accuracy of harmonic
network.
The first
outside the

Fig.

2.-

Resistance-capacity
coupling

sounds is accurate-

Fig.

if this is introduced, to provide a

of i he transformer, and to
large resistance
high-tension
and
terminal of the primary winding

in
transformer coupling still

Upper ::md Lower Ends

there are seven to
the list, but they

Fig. 4.-Dual-impedance
coupling
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~UENCY COUPLING ? f

~~-+

Possible Metlnods from the Quality Point of View

pcrform.tnce, far better, in fact, than that obtained
fr,·n1 rn,u;\ f()rn1s of resista1~ coupling, the ~y~ten1 ttself
~> not perlt'ct by any means~
I h;l\ c \'et to hear real bu:Sl;'lf!1d a distinct upper register
;.;imult.lll<';Jusk resulting from transformer coupling. C\o
tr,~r1,f·,n·nll·r ~~ <'apable of amplifying the Pxtrcnw emb of
the· llllb!cal '!"'' trum with s~icnt mt~nsil\· to compensate
f~H· hr-,.,,'" 1n loud-...;peakt•-r eo
1011. I he puhJL-.,hed \·olta~e
;ti11i\l:lH at:on (·urYt:S show 111:-' d('ticicncy \\lth lTJnarkable

1lnn<..:..:: i-; inc:1pahh~ ~·d ;unp1ifying the JJi~h notes as \\'dl ,l'~
lo\\' not<'> 111 proper proportion. E\l'll the frcquennTt'>J>Oiht' curn·s prove lhi;;, though such cnrn's can be moot
mi,,J,·;~<ling as an indicatinn of tlw capabilities of a circuit.
The bt""t propcrt\· of resistanc<: coupling is the \\'11\' in
\\hidr it lr;~ndlc> t·xp],,,jq• sounds, but it r.s not the only
method \\hi\11 enahk'i u·.; to tackle thi'i particular prohicrll,

ck~lnlc~').

out of fa-.,hion. Jn thr· da\·s when cvf'r\·nne
lbed e1tlwr dn· battnics or accumulatoh for Jrigh .. tcrisinn
supph·, a choke coil in the anode circuit of the Yaln•
<·nahlt'd thl' lht'r to get more Yolts on the anode \Yith more
;1 mpl if1cat ion per '--t1<l!..;t' tl". (OIIlparcd \\it h n·-...i"itan~.·~..· coupling.

;1 ~·H•<l

1111'

3. Choke Coupling
Thi-..,

2. Resistance Coupling
lkre IIH' lronhlcsome iron ,·ore is at k;l't eliminated, a
C<JtHi<'rh<'r tak111c; 1ts place. I1 urth~;r, it i, \\VII Lno"n that

h,l-.; -~one

HT+

HT+<!

HT+

Fzi;. 6b.-Push-pull resistance coupling
arrangement of ~~ is far preferable from the quality standpoint, and '" ,, cCJupling system it has much to cominend it.
Indeed, it is rather difficult to rind anvthing to say a"ainst
it, always pro\·iderl that it is not employed for more" than
one stage of the amplifier.
If the anode resistance is treated so as to haYe a portion
of it shunted by a suitable condenser, as shown in Fig. 8,
there can be no possible objection to the coupling.
The choke coupled auto-transformer is not good, because
there i;; bound to Le a considerable attenuation of low notes
unless the anork r·hokc is so large that bass is gained at the
expense 01 treble. The usual parallel-fed auto-transformer
coupling is also bad for the reasons explained under transforn1cr couplin~.

6. Push-pull Methods of Coupling

&a}tzg.

coupling

a coil '' indin:.;: nfft'rs an itnp~dancc to a tran.-..it'nt si~nal,
whik the pure non-inducti\'e'~sistance offns ,·,·n· l!tlle.

.\ga1n a 1 or! wmding re~ires a high Inductance to
prcst·n·•· tile lo"er frequenciell, while a rcsisl1H1CC fa,·mus
practicalh· .tll tile musical fll!J!uencies impartial!\·. Thus,
to n•spond to a 5o-cycle note \With the same intensity as a
1 ,ooo-cn,lc note, an inducl~C6 of at least <)O<> henries is
n:quire;l imt 11 ro,ooo-ohm r~sistance is c;rpa!Jit> of doing
this ju~t :\" cct--Jh·.

What Is fi.e Snag ?
\\'hat

"tllt~ -...na~ in resistance coupling. then?
lf it is
tiLtt the amplific~on JWr stage is low compare<!

th;;t uht;llll<'d from tran!iformer coupl.ng, tlw olJYJous
answer i~ that t\YO stages o~ resistance coupl1ng can be
arranged 1o replace one stage of transformer r·oupling.
\\'ith the
:. at ion of high qnode nJltagcs and the use of
t·-.._
cH1d resistanCe y;.l}ue~, ont~ tnay obtatll
n'sults.
" nnduubtedlv tnH~.u to a degree hut it " not
:,,
the t;pjX'r n_•f.-;right. a'nd \\ 1thout unduly
the po1nt, de~ign(~ .f an1plifiers \\Ju, }H),')-.,csc.; a
crrlti\·at•·<! llllr<tl f.Icultv (ho\~fnany are there;) an· hourHI
to <'lld"r''' thr·r fact, if not in public, then at l<'a.,t priYat<'iy.
It
!d lw ol"·ious to aP
w who has made ;r ,twly of
t·oupl1:L.: ~\·--tt'tl1:-l that res\~":'~ capacity in tlH· n:tture of

Fzj;s. :;a

<llld b.-Parallel~fed

8.-Partiallv-shumed

Fig. 7.-Auro-trai!S(ormer-fed autotramfvrmer coupling

6a.-Pwh-pull

auto-transfcrmcr coupling

anode

resistance parafccdi11g

But the trouble is that a large choke rrcat(·s high-note
l<hs throuc;h the st•lf-capacity of the winding being cxcessiYe,
\\]uk a ,mall choke cuts ofi the bass. ~lon·o,·er, it cannot

be denied
h;ll! d led'

that

transient

impulses are

unsatisfactorily
-

4. Dual-impedance Coupling
This was introduced by Professor ])onle of America, ani
from 111~7 to Iqc<J enjove<i quite considcrnhlt• patronage m
this countn· The theory put forward bv Professor
llonlc was that ,i;.;nal inputs leaked off the grid
of the \'ahe far more rapid!\' through a chok<·
coil than a re~i~tance o1 several thousands of
ohms (that is, the usual grid leak), and that in
consequence positive peak current charges on the
grid were obYiatcd to all intents and purposes.
This is quite true, hut the problem wa'i to tind
the optimum \·alue of choke winding to sulbtitute
fqr the grit! il'ak. The same old ditticull\· cropped
up Otl<'e rnore that designers of choke rtntphng
h;u] had to ;:<rapplc with. namt'ly the self-capctcity
of the windin;.{ in both anode and grid cirnnts.
This Jm·clrHled the <'mplo\·ment of large induct:urccs, which \\'ere e.ssential to the presen at ion
of the low notes.

5. Parallel-fed Auto-transformer Coupling
This onh· differs from parallel-fed transformer
in that th,· tran'iformcr i~ scriail"·d, 'o
Hw t 1
pritnary and ~ecnndary winding-; are
<'onnecte<l in the form of a tapped choke coil.
The grc<tt. advantage of this method of connection
I
in tile fact that the transformer may be used
in two different ratios, as ~hown in Fig. j at a
and /, rcspc< ti\eh-.
Tlw Yalue of the anode resistance is a highlv
important factor; if the transformer is comwdPd
'" at a the n•,istancc should be comparatin·h·
lO\\. in \·aluf', say 2o,ooo to _)o,ooo ohn1s, and the
coupllllc; condenser should ha,·c a comparati\'ely
high capacit\·, >;ay .') to 1 microfarad.
ln tlw case of b the n•sistance should be much
Lugcr and the condenser much smaller.
The

The object of all push-pulling systems is to increase the
grid swing of the output ,·al\·e and the undistorted output
at the same time. \\'hen the output valves are paralleled
instead of push-pulled, the grid swing remains unaltered,
that is, it is the same as that of a single output vah·e,
though the undistorted output is theoretically doubled.
Ob,·iomlv, when two valn:s are arranged in push-pull
the danger of overloading is, in theory at least, considerably
lessened; hence, with comparatively low anode voltages
push-pulling is regarded as a solution of the problem of
obtaining a sufficiently large undistorted output, which in
the case of a single output Yalve or of two in parallel would
im·olve much higher voltages for really satisfactory
reproduction.
So much for the theory of the subject. In practice,
things do not work out quite so smoothly. It does not
matter <t•lzat t\·pe of push-pull is tried, whether mid-point,
bottom bend ("quiescent"), or, as an alternative, the pushHTt~

Fig. 9.-Circ11it used by the author's friend

Fig. IO.-Modification suggested by the author
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push of class B, whether transformers or
rcsistances are employed, the results are
always problematicaL Nor is it possible to
secure a really. satisfactory lo\1·-note response
from transformer coupling, whether the transformer is parallel-fed or not.
High-note response is equally deficient,
unless resistance coupling is resorted to. But
resistance coupling does not
satisfactory
high· note results; the
of the
oystem is patent enough to those who have
cars to hear.

Transformer Coupling Critidsed
To be (JUite
bound to criticise
transforme~
in push-pull)
fayourabh· in
treatment of the
harmonic·
defect inherent in
ordinan· tncnsformer coupling, namely harmonic
is absent, though other
defects
from iron cores Temain
unchanged.
beautiful quality is obtainable from push-pull transformer coupling when
i.he valves so treated are correctly matched and
biased.
Even
there are the ob,·ious imperfections
of the
,,·hich are not readily removed.
The
is strictly limited at either
end,
the case' of transformcro)
are not so
handled as in resistance
coupling, and it is difEcult to maintain the
necessary conditions for an indefinite period.
Two Output Valves
Most amateurs imagine that with a maximum
voltage available of rso, two
Yalves in push-puli are a necessity for
qualii.y at reasonable volume in a livingroom.
is this felt in regard to z-volt
Yalyes,
The Lissen
PX240
an output
8oo milliwatts, the
highest
so far attained in the z-volt
class of
Two of these in parallel or in
push-pull will
an
of r.6 watts.
In
the
swing is doubled as
well.
is
a great temptation to adopt
push-pull in such a case.
of the valves?
But what about the
\\'hen matched, what <mor:mli·pp is there that

they will remain matched indefinitely?
Tf
battery bias is used, any deterioration in the
battery will upset the matching, and therefore
the push-pulling characteristic. VVhen valves
are paralleled these small changes arc immaterial; accurate matching is not essential nor
is accurate biasing. I make this latter statemeut with a full sense of responsibility.

7. Auto- transformer- fed
Auto-transformer Coupling
This method is one which I introduced
sqme yeaTS
and I have alwavs found it
work
well. It enables on~ to employ
high-inductance windings with reduced selfcapacity,. so that high notes are reasonably
preserved, while there is no doubt at all as to
the low-note response. Transient signals are
well handled, and the general quality of
reproduction is of a high order.
Moreover, the low ratio of step-up reduces
the possibility of overloading, while the major
amplification is applied to the signals that
most need it. No frequency doubling (harmonic distortion) occurs provided the valves
arc not overloaded, and overloading does not
readily take place where a reasonable volume
is maintained.
I have an enthusiastic wireless friend who
not so lon" arro >\'as
two super-power
output val~es ~f the
class in push-pull
on 150 volts. The first low-frequency valve
was coupled to the second by means of
resistance capacity in the normal manner,
while the second valve was coupled in push-pull
to the last va.lves as above stated.
The quality was excellent and considered so
by those who came to hear the set, both on
radio and gramophone.
It was possible,
however, to criticise it adversely, there being
an inadequate bass register and a noticeable
fall off above 5, ooo cycles. There were other
points against which. adverse criticism could
be levelled, though really such criticism would
be regarded more as hypercritical by the
average radio listener.
However, I was able to compliment him on
the results he was getting. which were quite
excellent and distinctly above the aYerage

standard.
The circuit from the first lowfrequency valve to the output is given in Fig. g.
Jt will be noticed that the input push-pull
transformer
is
auto-transformer-fed,
an
arrangement adopted bv my friend in pursuance of advice \Yhich he had formerly obtained
from me with the object of increasing his bass
response.
I suggested trying out the circuit arrangement of Fig. ro, retaining the components
already mounted on the baseboard.
The
resistance (so.ooo ohms) shown in series with
the anode auto-transformer was added, and
the coupling condenser of
microfarad
replaced by a smaller capacity.

Auto- Transformer- Feed
This is the auto-transformer-fed autotransformer coupling advocated by me in
pre>·ious articles, and is probably by now
familiar to mv readers. The step-up ratio was
originally 3% to r with the push-pull coupling;
after the alteration the step-up was reduced to
I 2 /;toi.
Nevertheless, to the great surprise of the
owner of the set, the volume remained substantia]] v the same as before, while the
increase~ of both bass and treble was most
noticeable. ln addition, transients were
improved, and the reproclnction was
crisper.
The low notes came through with a. separateness which lent
distinction to the performance, and
results weTe equally satisfactory on both radio and gramophone.
Exchanging a pair of output valves of a
different make and having different characteristics for those in use made very little
difference to the quality. The output transformer ratio had, of course, to be altered to
another tapping to match the paralleled
Yalves to the loud-speaker, since the impedance
of· valves operating in push-pull is four
times that of the same vah·es operating in
parallel.
I offered, as "·as only polite and proper, to
restore the amplifier to the original circuit,
but my friend would not hear of it, and I, for
one, do not blame him.

Insulators for the Short Waves
PECL\L insulators with high insulation
properties have
suddenly become
on the
waves. High-frequency
transposition blocks, coil and
condenser bases, and
aerial insulators
are now being made of
:\Iycalex, and
such substances.
This material is exceptionally hard and
cannot be drilled by the amateur. It has the
advantage) hovv"ever, that it is impervious to
climatic conditions.
That is primanly why se,·eral manufacturers are
particularly with large allfor export.

S

POSITIVE

The amateur c::cu obtain Stcatitc formers on
which coils and
chokes can be
made so that
components can be
assembled at home.
If you
want to get the best from your
short-wave
on the low wavelengths, you
will notice a marked improvement by using
these special insulators. It is not so noticeable above 30 metres, but that is quite usual
with short waves. The losses are always more
apparent the lower the wavelength.
In time, no doubt, these insulators will
when tele-

STOP

~

t

CON;::.c.TS

One of the latest types of short-wave tuning condenser built
up on a Steatite base

•

•

•

If you are trying to read
weak signals from the loudspeaker, it is particularly
difficult when the top notes
are not there. As a general
rule, there is a very bad topnote cut on phone stations.
I have found quite an easy
way of overcoming this little
trouble.
If you use a l6ucl-speaker
with a switched input transformer, such as the W.B., by
altering the ratio so that th-e
loud-speaker is not correctly
matched to the output valve
the bass is cut,' while the top
notes appear to be accentuated. This is not a very

idea technically, but in practice it ha_
effect of enabling speech to be read which
would otherwise have been too mnfiled.
It is little points like this that enable
amateurs to hear DX stations from New
Zealand, for example, when other listeners
would be unable to catch the call sign. Of
course, pentode output helps to put in top,
but remember that on all short-wave sets-no tone correction.
+-

6

..

•

Short-wave enthusiasts should make a note
that the 1935 edition of the Eddystm1e Shortwave Manual is now available. You ca:t;> buy
it from any retailer or W._ H. Smith bookstall,
pnce Is. 6d. In case of drfficulty, you can get
it straight from Stratton & Co., Ltd., Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham.

Worth Getting
This manual is really worth getting. It
gives you all the details you are like! y to want
vvhen you start your short-\vave receiving or

transmitting.
+
•
+
Readers appear to have appreciated the
article on band-spreading. One reader tells
me that WSXK, on the Ig-metre band, can
be spread z8 · degrees when using the bandspread condenser. Compare this with the
knife-edge tuning on a standard receiver and
you will appreciate the woTth of band-spreadmg.
K. J.
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A Real Low-power Station
By

G2VV

HIS station is owned and operated by
James :\'. Roe, at 27 Baronsficld Road,
St. J\Iargarets-on-Thames, Middlesex,
where it has been in operation almost daily
for the past year and previously was located
at Farnham, Surrey.
The full call sign was issued in 1929, but
prior to this an artif1cial aerial licence, call
2BU\V, \\·as issued in 1927. This station is, and
always has been, a truly low-power short-wave
outfit, inputs of from 2 to ro watts being the
power.

T

Regarding results obtained
on C.\'\'., it should be mentioned that this station holds
the
W.B.E.
~.nd
W.A.C.
certificates and contacts ha ,.e
been made with Australia,
Like all good " hams " the operator
VV is a pipe
North and South America,
smo!cer-and, of course, headphones almost grow en his
Canada, Egypt, :\Ialay, Barhead!
bados, and other distant place3
as well as all European countries. America supplied by metal rectifiers and incorporating
has been worked on 3 watts and Australia the necessary smoothing low-frequency chokes
on 5 watts input, and during this year con- and condensers. As particular attention is
sistent contact \vith America has been main- given to obtain a good D.C. note a great deal
Using Dry Batteries
tained on 20 metres, using 8 to IO \vatts input. of time has been spent in conne~tion with high\Vhen located at Farnham all work was
For some time GzVV was the :\Ianager o£ the frequency chokes in the supply leads to the
carried out using dry batteries, as there
transmitter, and with these wound to
was no mains in the building. During
a quarter of the working wavelength
the last vear at the new address, how(taking 40 metres as the wavelength in
ever, _'\.C. mains have been employed.
this case) and a good " key click " filter
From time to time various types of
in the key circuit, the result. is a steady
self-excited circuits have been tried
D.C. note and is often reported as equal
and used, including tuned plate, tuned
to crystal control. It should be mengrid, ultraudion and Hartley.
The
tioned that the transmitter is keyed in
operator favours the T.P.T.G., and this
the negative high-tension side.
circuit is at present used on 7 and 14
\Yhile on the question of the quality
metres. Gz VV is licensed for transof a self-excited note there is one vital
mission on the 5-ro-zo-4o-8o- and r6opoint worth mentioning. :Many people
metre amateur bands, and with the
tap the aerial right at the " hot end"
exception of ro metres experiments ha\·e
of the plate coil, as this gives a bigger
been conducted on all of these bands.
load draw.
Although the load adA good deal of work has been conmittedly is bigger, the quality of the
ducted on 5 1netres, using single-valve
note suffers as the valve is often working
oscillators and transceivers employing
almost ready to go out of oscillation.
telephony. On the r6o- and 40-metre
By tapping back two or three turns
bands C.\V. and telephony ha\'e been
the note should become quite stable,
used, employing the grid method for
but, naturally, the draw will be a little
modulating, which, although the moduless and it may seem that the translation percentage was rather low, gave
mitter is not " doing so well," but a
pleasing results in respect to quality.
slightly weaker signal with better
\Vhilst mentioning telephony it might
An essentially homely little station is G2 VV, with its
quality will get further than an unbe of interest to say that many Euro1U:{!tly laid out lmD power short -zca<I'e transmitter and
steady signal which is drawing everypean countries have been worked on
receivers
thing to the last ounce.
speech and also Egypt with an WJ
As an example. At GzVV a 6-turn
report when using only three-watts input. R.S.G.B's low-pmYer seci.ion of contact bureau, plate coil is used on zo metres, and the aerial
Transmissions at the present time are mainly and is now a member of the R.S.G.B. research is tapped direct on at 3 turns, giving a good
in C.W., but it is hoped that speech will be and experimental section (5-mctre group), clear steady note. By tapping one or two
used again in the near future.
member of the Thames Yallev Amateur Radio turns nearer the hot end the draw is increased,
and Television Society, and but the note becomes unsteady and chirpy.
serving on the con1n1itiee Of course, the correct point is found by
of this Society and late experiment when the aerial becomes exactly
hon. secretary of the \Vest resonant with the Wa\·elength that the transSurrey Amateur
Eadio mitter is set to.
These remarks are not
Society.
intended to set any definite rules, as adjustA few details of the ments will vary according to the type of
station as seen in the apparatus used, etc., but it is thought that
accon1panying photograph they n1ay serye as a rough gUide to anyone
may be of interest, although, trying a self-excited transmitter for the first
-as the equipment used is time.
straightforward and simple
Switch Mounting
i.o operate, there is not
much to say.
On the
Referring to the photograph again, the
extreme left \\·ill be seen various switches controlling the mains, highthe transmitter, T.P.T.G., tension, and lo\v-tcnsion supply can be seen
using an LS6A or a TzsD mounted on the second table in the front left\·alve, and with coils for ham\ corner. The filament supply is derived
either zo- or 40-metre from a low-tension transformer with several
tappings. A 2-microfarad condenser is fitted
operation.
The power supply is not between each filament lead with a common
_shown, but is housed under connection to the centre tap.
On the operating table to the right of the
the table directlv below the
Some idea of the host of QSL cards gathered from all continents
transmitter itself. It con- transmitter is the monitor used for checking
Contin~ed on page 16
can be seen by this picture of Gz VV' s den
sists of 400 volts R.A.C.
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How to Cut Out That Interference and Get-

Static-free Reception
HORIZONTAL
AERIAL/

By G. V. COLLE
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machinery ·within quite a

small radius o£ the rcceiYing point.
An analysis shows that
the majority of sufferers
m1·n powerful sets, live in
congested re si d e n t i a I
areas,
and invariably
employ quite inefficient
aerial svstems. Another
factor ~f interest is that
these
sets are general! y
BRACKET TO
screened, since they are
TAKE WEIGHT constructed
on metal
OFF HORIZONTAL chassis, the coils
being
AERIAL OF
"canned," together with
DOWN·LEAG
the condensers and e\·en
to the Yalves.

\EAFtTHING
CUPTOOUT-

ERMETAL

SCREENING

Bearing

these facts in mind it is
simple to deduce that
electrical interference can
only be picked up from
b1·o vulnerable sources,
nameh·. the electric mains
and ·the aerial - earth
system.
\Yhere battery sets arc
concerned on! y the aerialearth system will provide
the accessible point for
interference.
Electrical interference
in the mains is of highfr~quency character, and
as such can enter the
receiver via the mains

leads or by the aerial circuit. Without entering
into the technical aspects
of this question it will
suffice to say that the mains can be isolated
from the receiver from the high-frequency point

Points to watch in aerial erection. A great deal of inte1jerence can
be cut out if proper consideration is given to the factors indicated

T

HE manufacture of increasing numbers
of sensitive receivers has forcibly drawn
the attention of designers to the fact

that before further progress can be made in

this direction more perfect means of suppressing man-made static must be devised.
It is a fact that a great number o£ the
receivers now sold (and publication designs)
are multi-valve affairs such as super-hets,
which have a high degree of sensitivity and
better all-round reproduction, particularly in
the higher audio-frequency range.
The greater frequency response which these
modern receivers provide unfortunately shows
up many now familiar aspects of reception,
such as heterodyne whistles due to the close
spacing of stations.

Eliminating Noises
\Yhercas these interferences may be suppressed in the receiver by tone-control transformers, heterodyne and second-channel whistle
filters, and similar variable frequency-limiting
devices, it is not possible to eliminate the
usual accompanying noises caused by nearby
electrical devices.
These interferences manifest themselves in a
variety of fonns, such as crackles, hisses,

splutters, and spasmodic interruptions. Indeed,
it is fairly safe to say that practically all
listeners are only too familiar with these
annoyances, and it is the writer's experience
that the majority accept them as inevitable.
The truth of the matter is that these noises
are picked up by the recei,·er from electrical

of vie\Y.

The application of a static-suppression
device at the mains to by-pass these highfrequency interferences to earth will obviously
render the receiver immune from mains-borne
interference.
Devices of this nature can consist of highfrequency chokes in each mains lead (capable
of carrying the current corrsumed by the
receiver) and in conjunction with condensers
having a low impedance to high-frequency
currents. This latter point is Yery important
and necessitates the use of condensers having
low power factors and preferably of a noninductive type.
The chokes must be of low self-capacity and
low D.C. resistance. \Vhere A.C. mains are
concerned, an additional precaution can be
taken by providing a metal screen in the mains
transformer between the primary and secondary, and earthing it.
No account has been taken of residual mains
hum, as this is a matter for adequate smoothing
devices, short grid leads, screened highfrequency leads where necessary, and similar
conditions.
High-frequency filters as described can be
fitted at the power point from which current
is derived or, better still, in the mains leads
near the master fuse-box.
Interference which persists after the application of a mains filter properly applied (and
the maker's recommendations must always be

faithfully observed), can then onlv be due to
that which is picked up on the· aerial-earth
system.
Local interference, such as caused by the
operation of electric switches, Gan be minimised to a considerable extent by providing
a short earth lead or alternativelv one ha,·ino·
a low-resistance path. vVhere a;., earth lead
is of small-diameter wire and tends to be long,
it is. feasible for a potential to build up an(
pass to the receiver.

Earth Difficulties
The difficulty of providing a good earth can
be m·ercome by making use of a flat copper
strip, say Yz in. by 3/64 in. thick (or 1~; in. thick),
and taking this to the nearest earthing point.
In no case must the resistance of this \Yire

exceed a minute fraction of an ohm, and it is
up to the m\·ner of a recei,·er to use his ingenuity as to the best means of fulfilling this
condition.
One important reason for referring to the
aerial as a last point on the subject is that
it is useless n1aking reco1nmendations until
rninor interference clin1ination schcn1c.; arc

carried into effect.
Unfortunately, high-frequency interferences
are normally complex in character and may
easily be due to a combination of statics ha,·ing
entry to the receiver at the points mentioned.
There are now many well-defined principles
to be

obser\~ed

·when erecting an outdoor

aerial, and especially if it is to provide signal
currents free Irorr1 man-rnade statlc.

As High As Possible
The first is that the horizontal section oi
the aerial (which, incidentally, need. only be
of t],1e single-wire type) should be as high as
possible, and certainly IS ft. or more abo,·e
the level of the roo£.
\Vhcre power and overhead cables are
concerned, this section of the aerial must be
at right angles to them, and arranged as far
away as space will permit. If the user has
the choice o£ erecting the aerial over a roof
or between the house and the end of a garden,
the latter arrangement is the one to be adopted,

~7/22

STRANDED
COPPE.R
WIRE

Equally as important as a good aerial is a
good earth. Here is an effective type
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particularly as the effective height of the aerial
is then considerably greater from the point of
efficiency.
As the effective height of an aerial can
normally be considered as being that which is
measurable to objects immediately below it,
it can at once be perceived what a vast difference there will be in the pick-up efficiency,
the lower capacity to earth and the improbability of induced eddy currents arising from
nearby gutters, pipes or metal roofs.
More Complete Effect
To render the effect more complete. the end
of the horizontal aerial nearest the house
should be r 5 to 20 ft. from the nearest wall,
the down-lead being taken at an acute angle
direct to the window of the room in \Yhich
the set is installed.
If the aerial system, however, is close to
a main thoroughfare with overhead tram
cables or power lines, it is practically certain
that further precautions will have to be taken
in the way of preventing interfering highfrequency \vavcs from impinging on the do\vn-

lead.
The user can lose nothing by carrying out
the earlier suggestions regarding the aerial
and noting the effect. Should the interference
persist, replacing the down-lead with a screened
lead of low capacity will invariably bring about
the desired reduction in interference.
To be effccti\"e, though, the screened down-

c,·en noticable if the ·
tapping or primary winding on the aerial coil is
made low, say one-tenth
from the earth end. In
actual fact the capacity
of the clown-lead is equal
to the square of the tapping on the coiL
Thus with a one-tenth
tapping the capacity of
the clown-lead is onehundredth of its capacity
across the coil. A one-fifth
tapping would be onetwenty-fifth of the capacity of the down-lead
across the coil, which is
striking evidence that the
lower the tapping the less
noticeable will be the
effect of the capacity of
the clown-lead.
Another way of stating
the case is that for,
roughly, every 5 per cent.
of signal attenuation, a
reduction of 20 per cent.
of static is effected. A
screened down-lead therefore offers great possibilities of real static
suppression, provided the

lead must be in one continuous piece, direct

earlier

from i.he horizontal section of the aerial to
within, sav, an inch of the aerial terminal on
the receiver. An earth clip can be attached
to the outer metal screening of the do\\·n-Iead,
just prior to where it enters the window, and
a substantial earth wire attached to it, the
other end going to a good earthing point.
Most screened leads, owing to their unavoidable self-capacity, inevitably cause a reduction of signal strength, but this need not be

are carried out.
Indoor aerials enter into
another category and generally, when used with
screened down-leads, the
latter will eliminate hum

recommendations

arising from electric cables

em bedded in the walls and
perhaps running parallel
to the down-lead.

A reminder as to what parts of an aerial system may need periodic
attention to keep it up to full efficie:zcy

Rambling Radio Rays
HAVE just been given a stack of notes,
not Treasury, by He \Vho '\Iust Be Obcvecl,
and told to write more words than I care
~o think about on them. That's all Yery well,
but . . . I don't feel like writing notes and,
besides . . . who wants to read them when
I have written them?
I have a much better idea. (Of course, it is
a million to one that He 'Who Must Be Obeyed
won't think so.) I suggest that I use up the
space available by having a chatty little
chinwag all about our hobby. In case there
are any of you who don't agree with this
brainwa,·e, I suppose I· ought to take a vote
on it. Those in favour signify in _the usual

I

manner.

That's right, now let me count the show of
hands. One . . . two . . . Ah ! splendid.
Thank you, sir. Well, now that the matter
has been carried so unanimously, let us proceed
with the scandal.
Swapping.-Have you ever noticed how
gardeners, golf enthusiasts, dart throwers and
fishing fiends talk when they-get together?
Well, I have, and in spite of the fact that I
could not follow their various languages, I
gleaned that they make a habit of swapping
experiences and views, thus assisting each
other in no small degree. Now, I think the
principle is very sound and I would most
humbly suggest that we radio hams could do
likev-lise.

Mind, I am not suggesting, for one moment,
oh dear no, that our modest yarns are likely
to be as tall as the gardeners' wonderful
caclidalums, or as long as the fisherman's fish,
which calmly took the hook out of its mouth
with its tail

Far from it; in fact, I would go so far as to
say that radio enthusiasts arc not subject to
this form of mental aberration. (H-m.-Ed.)
Lend me your ears-sorry, I mean eyes-for
one moment and let me explain more fully.
During our messing about with the radio .
-that doesn't sound very nice, but it is what
the rest of the family always call it-all of us
come across little snags, remedies, nevv circuits

1

a different way of doing this or that, together
with other useful little discoveries.
Now,_ this is where my idea comes in. It is
highly probable that the remedy, the new
circuit, the way to make so-and-so work,
which you have found out, is just the thing
that would help poor old Brown, who is
completely stuck.
The same applies the other way round, so,
if we take it unto ourselves to pool our findings
and ideas, we should d minate much of that
hopeless feeling we all run up against at times.
Tweeters.-Last week-end my moving-coil
loud-speaker went pp the loop and left me
high and dry. I was annoyed. The result
was a hurried visit to my junk cupboard,
wherein I found two reed units, one being of
the balanced-armature type. vYithin an hour
I had made a IZ-inch cone and mounted one
of the units.
The reproduction was not too bad, except
that the high notes were simply not there.
I know that may sound strange, but it was so.
Having nothing better to do, I proceeded to
make a 6-in. cone out of thin stiff paper and
mounted it with the other unit.
I was very tickled with the results as when
I had both units working the reproduction
was really amazin" for these loud-speakers

Loud-speaker Volume.-How loud do you
ha-.:e your reproduction? I know this question
lends itself for 'someone to say: "Oh! about
ninety-nine times as loud as that Pappa!"
But, seriously, how do you set the volume?
I know it is usual to adjust it to suit the
room the loud-speaker is in, but have you
ever tried this method ? When a talk is on;
get someone to stand alongside the loudspeaker and talk in a perfectly normal manner
then, turn the volume control down until the
loud-speaker is equal.
It is worth trying if only to see how much
louder you have your radio than is necessary.
A Million-to-one Chance.-I was trying
out a new set I had just completed and the
results were far from satisfactory. The lowfrequency portion was all O.K., the trouble
being in the high-frequency andjor detector
section. I could not get the range or control
I expected, and I can tell you I did everything
I could think of.
After getting some meters on the aerial side,
I went into the garden for the third time and
looked at my aerial and lead-in. This time,
however, feeling rather peeved, no doubt, I
gaye the lead-in a hefty pull and, much to my
amazement, it stretched about z ft.
On closer examination, I found that the
wire inside the thick rubber covering had
broken about 3 ft. from the spot where it
entered the house. I admit it was rather old
and, on thinking the matter over, I remember
giYing the lead-in a little tug to try to make
it reach the set.
'\IoRAL : Don't be cruel to your aerial and
don't forget that it needs renewing at times.

S. 0. L.

~11Ullmr Wu-~
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Complete Guide to
Commercial Radio
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.lnst. Rad.E.
(who is not feeling very well at the moment)
Acoustics.-The science of spoiling the tone
of a good commerci::tl set, to please the
n1anaging director.
AeriaL-That part of a set >Yhich, >Yhen disconnected, improves the selectivity.
Calibrated Dial.-Tuning device which, when
set at Scottish Regional, gets :i\Iilan.
Double- Diode- Triode.-Thermionic pincushion.
Earth.-I<J2+ model irorr bath, buried near
the dustbin, and separated by at least three
inches fro1n a corroded \Yire leading to the
clining-roon1.

High FreqJencies.-Important parts of the
musical ,;cale '1\'hich are rendered conspicuous b'\· their absence.
Low Frequencies.-Effects introduced by
manuf2cturer for the purpose of shaking
the cabiact.
Mains Interference.-Absence of any proper
soldere .l connections on a chassis.
Makers' Guarantee.-.\ document which
makes it quite clear that unless the set goes
·wrong, they will do what is unnecessary at
your expense, carriage forward.
Moving-coil Loud-speaker.-Instrument in
which a coil is prevented from moving by
n1.cans of a stiff cone.

Radiolympla.-A large building in which all
the :;ets "·ork without being turned on, for

A Real low-power Station
Continued from page 13
the quality of the emitted note. It consists
of a battery-driven straight one-valve circuit,
employing an So-metre coil which enables
good reception of any harmonic in the Amateur
Bands and is a constant check on the transmission.
The whole rig is totally enclosed
in a met a! case.
Standing on top of this monitor is a 5-metre
transcei>·er of which more will be said later.
Next to the monitor is the receiver. It is
battery driYen with a dual~range coil tuning
from rz to 8 5 metres with a band-spread
condenser in parallel with the main tuning
condenser, and enables a qnick change to any
band up to 8o metres. The circuit is the usual
o-v-r with 2-volt valves. This is also built
into a metal case, and there is no evidence of
any hand~capacity even when an earth is not
used. The transmitting aerial is used for
reception as a quick change-over switch is
employed.
Headphone Connections
The headphones are connected in common
leads to the output of the monitor and receiver
so that when changing from one to the other
it is only necessary to switch the filament
circuits.
To the right of the receiver can be seen a
carbon inset microphone which is fairly
sensitive when used in conjunction with a
"mike" transformer. Against the wall at the
side of the microphone is a rack holding
spare valves which are always kept handy in
the event of a breakdown. OSL cards from
various countries can be se~;;_ on the wall,
together with the \V.A.C., \V.B.E., and
R.S.G.B. membership certificates.
The present aerial system is a voltage-fed
Hertz 68 feet long and about 40 feet high.
This is tapped direct on to the plate coil and
has gi>·en very satisfying results. Much time
has been deYoted in the past to experiments

the benefit of y·isitors whose own sets won't
\YOrk \vhen thev are.

Revolutionary Improvement.-Last year's
chassis in this year's cabinet.
Sales Manager:-~an who gets the credit
when a set is a success.
Service Station.-Shop which sells you a
complete new set of YalYes when your hightension plug comes out.
Set Designer.-Man who is blamed by \Yorks
lHanager ·when set is a u±lop.'

1

Super-Heterodyne.-A recei,·er using more
valves than you need, to get more squeaks
than you want.
Television Receiver.-.\.pparatus which produces a picture which looks much better at
a distance.
10-kc. Selectivity.-Reception of the local
station over only two degrees of the scale,
when the Yolume control is turned right
down.
Tone ControL-A knob which cuts off what
little "top" remains in a set after it has left
the factory.
Undistorted Output.-Any form of reproduction which enables a piano to be distinguished from a violin.
Works l\1anager.--:\Ian who is blamed by
Set Designer when set is a "ilop."

with different types ·of aerials, and after a
summary of results obtained the operator
favours the present type and the \Vindom
"\vl?-ich gave good results on zo metres but

"\Vas

not so successful on the other wavebands.
The dimensions of the \Vindom as used
at GzVV are 33 feet long and the feeder
tapped at a third of that length. It should be
mentioned that the present Yoltage-fed Hertz
gives equally good results on all the Amateur
Bands, including 5 metres !
The present situation of Gz VV is by no means
ideal for radio >vork as the aerial system is
enclosed by buildings, many of which are
higher than the aerial itself. The ends of the
aerial are north and south, with the down-lead
at the south end. As the main road is not far
away considerable interference is caused by
car-ignition noises, which often cause words to
be used that cannot be found in the dictionarv.
Before concluding it may be of interest to
mention a little about the apparatus used for
s-metre work, and to give briefly a few words
regarding results obtained on this wavelength.
Most experiments have been conducted at
Gz VV nsing the transceiver seen in the photograph, so the remarks here will apply to work
carried out using this small and compact
transceiver.
The size of it makes portability an accomplished fact, and the whole thing may be
used while walking along the road.
Actual measurements are : Front panel,
5 in. wide and 6 in. high; and the baseboard
is 5 in. wide and 8 in. long. The whole thing
slips into a wooden case for carrying which has
a handle at the top. In this same wooden
case there is a space nnder the transceiver itself
for the batteries, microphone, and 'phones.
If operation is desired whilst one is walking
along, the headphones are, of course, worn and
the microphone held in the other hand.
Sometimes, for convenience, the transceiver has
been slung on a leather belt and worn round the
waist. There are two switches on the front

panel, one being an ordinary filament switch
and the other a three-pole single~ throw switch
for "send" and "receive." Two z-volt valves
are used, such as LPz's, PMzA's, or PMzDX's.
For reception one valve is used as a detector
and the other as a quencher, and on changing
the detector becomes the oscillator and the
quencher the modulator. A one-plate tuning
condenser is used, and a miniature one-plate
condenser is employed to tune the aerial. After
considerable experiment a variable aenal
coupling coil has been fitted, so that the aerial
svstem can be tuned bv a condenser and also
,/aried mechanical! v. the aerial used consists
of two di-poles, each 4ft. in length and are heavy
gauge copper 'vire. Almost any stout wire
will be suitable, and f.or portable work
aluminium tubing is ideal.
Aerial-coupling Coil
These are fixed to terminal connections
connecting the aerial-coupling coil, and can be
Yaried to any desired position.
\\'hen
walking along one is kept towards the ground
and the other pointing directly up,Yarcls.
For \·erv local >York results are often satisfactory \,-hen using no aerial at all.
The batteries consist of a Yery small z-volt
accumulator about the size of the usual
flashlight battery, and the high-tension supply
is a small size Go-volt dry battery. The usual
consumption from this is 8 to ro milliamperes,
and the voltage for the microphone itself is
supplied from the low-tension battery.
'With an input of half a watt surprising
results ha•·e been obtained, and readable
telephony transmitted about four miles in
fairly open country. When the transcei\·er
is used at a fixed station the inputs can, of
course, be higher, and at GzVV up to ten watts
is used and the high-tension supplied from
rectified A.C
As w.ould be expected, a great deal of the
success of longer-distance 5-metre communication lies in the type of locality chosen, or of
necessity enforced. Although the common
theory accepted regarding com1nunication
on 5 metres or thereabouts being almost
confined to Yisual distance, results at G 2 YV
have at times proved to the contrary.
One example can be given when signals
emitted along a visual line to the receiYer
were weaker than when objects were placed
in the visual line. Naturally, objects in the
field of the transmitter and receiver cause
reflection or absorption, and when taking field
strength measurements objects a good distance
away from the transmitter have definite
effects upon the measurements.
Endless Distances
If it were possible to erect reflector system.

along a giYen route 5-metre communicatior
could be carried on to endless distances.
There is one point of interest to be mentioned
before concluding these random remarks on
s-metro work. It has been found on one or
two occasions when operating a receiver in an
open field that at one spot in the field signals
completely cut-off in a small area of three or
four feet. but immediately the receiver is
removed from this area signals can be received
at any position in the field.
It has been proved that the transmitter
is not in any \vay "locking" or Hs·wamping"
the receiver, and the only conclusion gathered
is that in the "silent area" something is
buried,"'or there is some mineral effect in the
ground immediately below the receiver that
completely absorbs the incoming signals.
This, of course, is only the writer's assumpt~on,
but it is one of the many mysteries that
remains to be satisfactorily solved to help us
discover what these high frequencies may be
able to do for us in the future.
In closing, it is hoped that this article will
have proved of some interest, and GzVV is
always ready to chat to any fellow-amateurs,
if they will give him a call when he is heard
sending ''TEST.''
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Receive the Continent

Listeners' Letters £LECTRAD IX

FREE FROM
ELECTRICAL
INTERFERENCE

'' The Experimenters ' '
To the Ed-itor, AMATEUR ·wiRELESS.
Al\'1 voiciug the opinions of two more

I "A.\7\T." readers v\·hen I sav \ve \Ycnt "The
Experimenters " back again." \\'hat's hap-

Enj. P .1t. No. 414.913
c!e~r backgrcun1~

elimination of e!Ec:rlcal

inttr~

feren~e ani makes reception a. p:easUl'e.
REfE"T ORDER<; haye been re(eived from E-RITISH AND
DOMINION GOVERNMENTS.
BR.lTISH BROADCJI.SllNJ-

MeTal

I

Conductor
Air Spaced
"GOLTONE " COMPONENTS are obtainable from

ftrst-Ciass Radio Stores. Refuse subst.tutes. If

~ny

Inter~

Send postcard for " Interference

ference Problems.

Eliminatbn "form and descriptive folders.

FREE

ON REQUEST. 1935--60 page Radio

Catalogue and folders describ~ng

Screened

Dynamos.-If yon

Down-leads and other

interference supressing devices.

already

havP

an

(·ll).!;ine and want to light your work:<lHJp,

et('.,

thin.!!.

10 lights, we have the very
Shunt wound Dynamo, 1 2:'.:20

Yolt~,

1012 amp,., "·ith pulley, l>a 11

~ay.

bearing~,

du;-:;t-tight covers, etc. A fully
automatic generator. :::;\ritchboard on
Lakclite lJa;-jc with fichl rcgr., rnnin
f;Wit(·h, ammctPr, fuses, etc. The 1)air,
47,6, with 12 month~' pmrantec.
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CORPORAT!ON AND LEADING CONCERNS.

ctiff:culty write direc;t.
Let " Goftone " Technical Department solve your

fi-i6; KpPl'ial Table modi'J. 15,'-; U.P.O. Perler-tnl Jlif·rorhonr-~, with mouthpic(_(', 7.6; P ....-\. mike~, 55.'-. Tllu~tratt'd
Lb-t free,

pened to them? Are they fired?
Surely some explanation is due, please.
They are the one bright spot in our li,·es.
THREE" A.\\'." EEGULAR READERS.
Bristol.
[r 170
["The Experjmenters
ha,Te again contributed to A'IATEUR \\.IRELESS quite recently.
-·-ED.)
'

"GOLTONE" AIR SPACED
METAL SCREEN DOWN LEAD
EJ:Sures a

5,000 Western Efectrfc Micrapho!1es at 1 '- each. \Ye arc
makf'r:-~ or Home l~adit) wikc.'i with ~olid !>akdite body,

As "illllf·;fratnl.

Motors, E!eclradix.-l'radional

Value of Band-spreading

}J:.p. and :-;ewing lH<-tcbinC' wrJt,,r.",

HANK you for your article on band·
T spreading
in AMATEUR \YIRELESS. You
mav be interested to know that I added

1/·10 h.p., 2:W volt-; __..\.C., 15'-;
1/50 h.p. motor, douiJli'-endtd
shaft, 250 volt.;-;, with re~i:-,tanl'f',
A. C. or J).('., 22.'6; :?.:20 vr,Jt

band-spread to my set last night, and was
amazed at the difference in tuning.
I tried it out on \YRXK, and found that
this station vvas actually spread out o-ver
twenty degrees on the dial of the miniature
condenser, and, incidentally, hand-capacity
seems to have been lessened considerablY.
The vV's were again coming over very well
on Sunday last, and those deserving particular
mention are W3MD, W2DKU, W2GOQ,
W3BPH, and W8GLY, all at R6·7 with slight
fading.
The last-named, \V8GLY, was a
splendid signal, and ~while working with GzPL
he actually picked up GSF and relayed part
of the programme through his own transmitter. His location is Pittsburg, Pa ..
J OHX G. KERR.
P.S.-Abo,·c stations arc on zo-mctrc band
and were received on phones, a short outside
aerial being used.
Glasgow, E.z.
=1171

.!.,tramo. motor, with tumtalJ!P,
50/··
Motor Generators, 220 volt to ;JOO volt, 200 n1.a.;

volts

to HOO volt:-;, 80:'100 nut.; D. C. 7} h.p., 400 volts, 12 amp:.;.
to 100 n)lb 60 mnp:-:,, J,'iOO ITv-;., Ly E.C.C.; D.C'. 115 volt.'-',
3 h.p., 23 amp~. J.Iotor coupled to 110 volts, 14 amp-:.,

50 eyde.', ll K.\Y.A.C. Grn.; t20 d.c. to 310 YO!t, 300 m. a.,
and 12 volts, 10 amp'.; ditto to 480 Yolts, 200 m.a., aml
18 volts, 20 amps. The> l)e;;t hmgains ever offered. 1,000
othtr:-; in ;-;tock.

Magnetit Circuit Breaker:.-1 amp., 2 n.mp.~., :3 amp~., 0r
4 amp;-;,, 1/6; ti amp;:;., 10/-; 10 mnp;:;., 14 -; JJ amp:-;.,
16/-; 20 amv:-;., 1&;'6. _-\.ll with cover:-;, D.C. or .A.C. r~eful
on motors or other hard work.
Selector Switches.--8 nrm" of :2;:; wavs each. Rdav wlc•110id
operated for dbtant control. A::,; l1~rd in Tote ~and Auto
'phone fX('hanu·t~. 7, 6 awl 10,'-. Owrload Trip S"·ikh(':o:;,
any amp~., 7_'6.
Projectors. --:-:;>-lllm. 1Yith motor drive and rnt'lo;:;r 1 l 10~
amp. arc lamp and. lalltl'fll on Hoor !4aml, by PHtllC',
£5 10s.

16 to 10 amp. Are Lamp"', 30,1- .

l!'ilnt l'rinh·r

with motor dr·iY(', 27 hy J!) by 10 in. cahiHet, s.Jn·ocb•to:,
brackets, ashl·;,to::; hunphuu:-.:e auJ. filt(•r fbr movie film
printrr, £4.
Combination Projector and Camera.~C'runpro 35-lHlll.,
suit<-:asc modrl. ::-i1 ('Oiidhand, 45j-.
Mid;ts Camera-Projechr. -- Xew. 0-mm. Seven guinea:-:.

~~~gfr~ftHe~t~~~~~}·J:i~u~~~·~~!fef·Im~l~,

1~

2 by 12 hy
in.,
20P;210 vnlt.:->, .)00, UOO or 700 watt", 7.'6 raf'h; 1 k\-r.,
9;-; 2:20 volt~, .)00 and soo 1vatt;-;, s,-- {'a eh; 1 k\Y., nJUl
l.l; kw., 10,'- P:H:ll; 230 volts, } kw., 8/-; 11 kw., 12/·;
250 volt.~, 700 "\vatt;=:~, 8/-.

:rllere

lra8

Fecusing Arc Lamps.-5 to 20 a.mp"., 22/S._ Automatic
1\Iagnet Fee(l, 35/·; Cinema Arc~. 10 to 00 nmp~: .• £3:
35-mm. Profc;-;~iollal P.wjector~ for srnall hall, ('lH'lO!-,l'(l
arc \vith cmHlen:-:;er. ::\lutor drive Projec·tor \Yith irou floor
stand, £5 1 Os.

a youn; fcllotO named

S'itl

Aluxl.'/S prctctico./ in aU that he

Govt. -Fine XaYnl TdeS('Op('s, screw focn:::,
:W-i11. gnn t.nw, 151 - ; Spotting '1\,lescope~,
17 in., 25i-·
~
for 1,00{) othrr harp:ain"<, send nd. ~tamr for Xc'iV lllu ...,-

did;
Ili:J hob"f,y 1moo: Trirdcs::.At

;t l;e

zws tircfos-

tratl'cl Sale List" A." .State your requircnH·ut..:.

Ancl ttsing l'ltudc-saved many

ELECTRADIX

aquidi

RADIOS,

Thames Street, London,

E.G.4

Sec that FLUXITE is nlwnys by you-in the honscgar;"tgc-workshop-anyn·here where I::>impie speedy ;:;oMer~
i11g b needed.

U:-:;cd for 30 years in govrrnment \vork:'l
or all

and lJy the leadin~ engineers and manura.cturers.
lroDmong-{'f:-;-jn tin,.:, 4d.., 8d..~ 1/4 and 2/8.

Ask to sec the J!'LUXl'l'g SMALL-Sl'ACg SOLDERIXG
SET- compact. but substantial- complete with full
Jm;tructions - 716.

.Ask also fur Leaflet on CASE
ll.11WE.YUiU 81'EE£ ana 1'EJIPE1UNG 1'UUJ,S
u·ith FLUXI1'B.

THE FLUXITE GUN
(Hegist·red)

is a handy and economical tool that
enables you to put the Fluxite where
you want it on the soldering job, and is
clean and simple to use. Nothing to
remove-no mess-no trouble.
Always READY FOR USE.
Also used to project
grease into grease cups,
bearings, etc.-Just fill
the nozzle portion-half
fill the cup-put

;~~~~~=~~-andp~~;:~

;:s

;(~~

Fully illustrated with constructional details for building
Ratte!y r.nd Mains S.W. Receivers --6v, S.\V. Super-he~
with A.V.C.~All Wave Wavemeter--5-metre R~~eiver

-Simple

5-metre

Transmitter -Crossfeeder

System---Battery and Mains S.W. Converters
-·Ama&eur Bands [Receiver--lOO watt

~;;us*~~r E£Wl~~~~s, e~OR~OMt~~~

Ae:rial

PRICE

1, 6

SPECIALISTS. Obtainable from ycur radio
dealer, W. H. Smith, or, in case o! difficulty, direct

from STRATTON & CO,, LTD. (Dept. 23), Broms~
grove Street, Birmingham, London Service Depot :Wehb's Radio Stores. 14 Soho St., Oxford St, W.l.
Glasg·c,w Service: J. R. Hunter, 138 WP.st Nil~ St.

~-"""mm1~·M• •

.E

1

fh~~~~t~e;~~l~rsri~~~~~ Pf~;~L 1 ~~
1 1· Fake
of n. few le-tters after .rour

,,,t

name. \Yhatever your Pxperi·
e-nr<>, age, or education, ;you .'-honld send to·day for
.. ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This free 256·
ra!?:c Handbook show~ the easiPst wav of preparing for the
A.M.I.C.E., A. M.I.Mech.E., A. M.I.E. E., A. M.I.A. E.,Malric,
G. P.C., rtc., exams. Th0 book also gi"\,.e;::; clct.ail~ of all
JJrandlCs of Civil, Mech., E!ec., Motor, Aero., W1reless,
and .. Talkie" Engineeringl aiHl explains the unique aU
vant:w:ei> of our Appointments Department. Send for the
\·alun.b1c Hnndhook to-day-FREE, and post frf>e.
BRITISH INSTITUTE of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
409 Shakespeare House, 29/31 Oxford Street, London, W.l.
4

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE'S,. .

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Flm:ite Ltd. (Dept. :326), Dragon Works,
Bennond.rey Street,

S.l~.l.

ModelAC'TC. ~tJO vnlh:lf:lOmilli-

~r:d.~':~;~~' ~ ~ e~ ~:t ~,~ \l«~J~~ ~: ~~~T:~ ':~·~ t ~
amp. Trickle dwrger.

Price

47, 6.

Send for full particu!ar3

~mawu-Wu-~
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My Short..wave Log
By J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS
and Saturday from G.M.T. 2300 - 0300.
Finally HCzoC, Quito (Ecuador) on 65
metres which I am told has been picked up by
French listeners between G.l\I.T. OI3o0430.

•

•

•

Between 40 and .50 metres there is now a
-welter of signals, not only from

comrnc~-ci~ll

stations but also from new broadcasters; 1t 1s
>l'itllout doubt the favourite winter short"·ave band.
•
Taking CTrGO, Parede (Lisbon) on 48.4
metres as a start-it is an easy transJmsswn
to pick up-and working up Yery slowly, you
should find without much difficulty HJzAB.\,
Tunja (Colombia) on 48.78 metres which,
owing to the proximity of YV3RC, Caracas,
yar:cs now and again in wa\·elengtll. On one
night I logged the station definitely bet.,·een
the latter and W8XK, Pittsburgh on 48.80
metres.
HJ zABA is usually on the air on Tqesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdavs between G.:\I.T.
2300

anyd

0300.

I have. noted no :Particular

intcn·al signal, but in its call it uses the
slogan:

LMv-loss Steatite base for short-VJave variable
condenser

F

OR those who prefer fresh fields of exploration may I suggest a search for the following: HaYana, COH (Philippine Islands) on 3r.Sr
metres (9,.p8 kilocycles), >vhich is on the air
daily at G.M.T. rsoo-r6oo; 2200-2300,
and from oroo-ozoo.
Cl\I6FX. Santa Clara. Cuba, on 3G.5 metres
(8,220 kilocycles), which has been heard at
2 a.m. G.:\I.T. with announcements in Spanish
and English in a prograrnn1e of gramophone
records.

Also IUrA, Santiago de !os Caballeros,
Dominican Republic, on 47-78 metres (6,279
kilocycles), calling La Voz del Yaque, and
transmitting daily between G.M.T. I24oI84o
and
again
between
0040-0240;
HJ 2ABA, Tunja (Colombi8), La Voz del Pais
cm 48.78 metres (G, 150 kilocycles) with
a

programtne

every

Tuesday,

Thursday

H

La Voz del Pa-is."

I am informed

•

•

•

•

•

•

By JAY COOTE

cast on 227.9 metres (1,317 kilocycles) with a
power of 20 kilowatts. It is good to make a
note of this, as vou may ha,·e heard the
Nyiregvhaza relay on 267-4. metres. Budapest
II, at the n1_omcnt, is only ·working four hours
daily, namely, from about 7 p.m., but shortly
it ·will be on the air all day.

.

..
have

.

Fre11ch listeners
been complaining
bitterly regarding the inaccuracy of time signals
given out by their studios, and that if they
wish to set their watches they must tune their
receivers to a B.B.C. broadcast, It is a curious
'fact that whene.-er I hm·e been listening to a
French station when the announcer has asked
his hearers to stand by for the time signal,
I have found that the pong on the gong, used

struct a rco-kilo\vatt station to giye a

u

crystal"

service to the western portion of the country.
Tests are being carried out to find a suitable
site; so far, no definite locality has been
selected.

•

•

•

New Interval Signal
Contrary to the principle adopted by other
Continental stations "\vhich have llO"\Y gtven up
1norse interval signals, Brno introduced a
new one on January r.
From that date

between broadcasts you ·will hear the name
spelt out: - ...
Although other methods have been tried,
the engineers still consider that this is the best
way to advertise the presence of radio entertainments on the ether.

•

•

•

•

•

•

The 3-kilowatt station which has been
installed at Dornbirn to act as relay of the
Yienna programmes in tlie Yorarlberg district
Immediately below \Y3 XAL, Boundbrook ('Western Austria) is now ready and wa'
(40· T 8 metres), which is now well heard in the officially opened on December rS. It works on
later cYening hours, you should log ·vicnna 23r.8 metres (r,294 kilocycles), a wa>·elength
OER2, as it is transmitting daily from G.'\I.T. common to Linz and Klagenfurt.
By Christmas it was also hoped to operate the
J 4oo~zzoo, It has somewhat increased its
power, but the promised new transmitter has new Salzburg station and higher-powered
plant for Innsbrueck will be installed in
not yet made its appearance.
January.
To provide not only a "stand by" transA correspondent tells me that he has heard mitter but also an alternative programme, the
a broadcast from HCzRL, Guayaquil (Ecuador) Ravag is reconstructing the old Stubenring
in which the call give in Spanish (phonetically) station.
"Ah-kee es-ta-see-own atcha sav dos air-ell,"
As soon as the work is finished the Roscnwas repeated in English for the-benefit of the. huegel 17-kilowatt transmitter will be transUnited States.
The wavelength announced ferred to Graz, to act as relay.
was 45.02 metres (6,6.59 kilocycles).
+
•
•
_In its neighbourhood you may come across
If vou wish to listen to Lisbon, I find from
HCrFG, Riobamba of the same country, expe;icnce that the best day and time is 0:1
which styles itself Estacion el Prado (45.31 Sunday from G."\I.T. zzoo (ro p.m.) as by th'lt
mdres) ...\.woman frequently officiates in the hour Trondheim on the same wa>·elength h:'s
studio.
closed down, leaving the channel perfedh·
clear. For the guidance of the uninitiated the
call is: Lisboa E111issora Na[ional-no mention
of Radio or ,Hallo; announcements arc made bv
a n1an but the ne,vs is given out by a \Voman.
that in the near future it may use a lower
channel, namely, nearer 48.4 metres.

Continental Jottings
uD.\PEST is now offering alternative proB
grammes: the National entertainment is
put out on 550.5 metres, the Regional broad-

made .with the Scala of Milan for a definite
number of transmissions during the next six
months.
Three dates have already been fixed, namely,
January r, when the Swiss stations relayed
Bellini's opera, La Somnambula; February 3,
l\Iascagni 's opera ]\,Ter on, taken by Beromuenster and Monte Ceneri; and April 24,
when Sottens and Monte Ceneri broadcast
Verdi's Aida.
\York has already been started on the new
transmitter at Banska Bystrica (formerly
Kewsohl) in central Czecho Slo>'akia, and it
"·ill be completed by 1935.
The channel
allocated by Lucerne is 765 metres.
The authorities have now decided to con-

for this purpose, seldom corresponded >~·ith
mv watch.
·.Except for certain periods of the clay, when
the official N auen time signal is relayed, the
Germans also arc yerbally informed, but in
such cases the minutes and seconds past the
hour are correctly given. As in Great Britain,
the studios possess electric clocks.
A Paris correspondent informed me recently
that he had listened to three of the local stations
and as in each case the time differed he struck
an average. Most French people, if they
wish to set their clocks, ring up the telephone
exchange.

•

•

•

Amongst the many excellent programmes
which are being broadcast during the holidays
by the Continental stations, I find that the
Swiss will be well in front with good concerts
and operatic relays. Arrangements have been

\Yhen the average listener desires to hear
foreign programmes he does doubtless very
much what 1 do-and should not !-twiddl~
the condenser dial until he captures some
transmission which appeals to him. Almo3t
nightly, I make the round of the European
stations and on occasion find son1ething out
(..£the ordinary. But, invariablv after havin'.:;
carried out ih(~ grand tour of E~rope roughl)~~

I settle down to certain sections of the broacl
casting band.

Lesser-heard Transmissions
It is after ro p.m. G.M.T. (>~·bich represent

one, two or three hours later on the Continent)
that I make the captures of the les3er-hcard
transmissions.
Bv that time a number of
studios haYe close~.t dov~rn or are giving their
last ite1ns and vi-hen their carrier \Vaves arc

switched off, a free field is offered for exploration.
The point is an interesting one inasmuch
as where a channel is shared by two stations
it will be found that in every instance one
studio signs off before the other, thus permitfing at different times both to be heard.
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Criticisms by WHITAKER-WilSON

My Broadcasting Diary
Economy Week
Superb Hamlet
Good " Musicals " Neede:l
St. Hilary Nativity Play
" Poor Old Sam "
Cheap Melodram",l

T

HIS must be economv week at Broadcasting House. Saving up for the
Christmas programmes. More routine
type of broadcasting than usual. Still, it is
gratifying that the routine '\'ork is so good.

Sunday

T

HE "·cck began with something not
routine, and perfectly produced-.Handtt
was superb.
Strong term, but in this instance desen·ecl.
\'al Gielgucl has never done anything better.
Whether he i.hinks that or not, I am not sure,
as I haYcn't seen him since; but if he is satisfied, nothing chall be said by me to detract
from his pleasure at having done a good thing
\\·ell.
\Yhat a cast ! Malcolm Eeen, Harcourt
\\"illiams, Eobcrt Speaight, Charles l\Iason,
Philip Wade, Hilary Fisher-White, and Fay
Compton. Others, too-all good. And a word
for Barbara Burnham, who adapted it.

Monday
0:\lETHTXG about A Girl Friend.
Ko
8
friend of mine, I do assure you. I thought
her very unattractive. Hardly worth Denis
Frec1nan's ab\Tious care over presenting her.
\Vhlch show--;, yet once again, ho'v \Ve need
good musical comedy to be written specially
for broadca~ting. Unless these things arc
originally thought out for the microphone
there is al\vays a risk with them.
+
+
..
Talking al;o::tt "arrangements," I heard
some first-rate ones by Gcrrard Williams
to-night in the Wireless j\fi!itary Band programme. Completely successful. An instance
of what I mean when I say the B.B.C.'s
routine work is often really tip-top. The
W.M.B. is one o£ the best bands in England.

Tuesday
and their orchestras, chiefly.
P EOPLE
And, of course, the Nativity Play from

~,t. Hilary.
Son1eho\v, I cannot see anything
attractive in the way that play is written-or
spoken.
I imagine it is considered a success by the
B.B.C. or we should not get it every year.
\Vhich just shmvs that a critic can't be right
every time--or something to that effect.

Wednesday

B

ITS and pieces to-night. Duty coming
before pleasure, I sampled each of the 'chrce
bands advertised as doing their stuff at halfpast seven. I quaglinoed and accordioned
ancl banjoc;cl. At the encl I didn't know 11·hich
T disliked most; but there, again, I suppose
i.hcsc things are popnlar. Also I am sure
they are very good technically. It is simply
that I have not risen so high, I suppose.
+

+

+

I waited patiently until eight o'clock,
\Yhcn a Chopin recital \Yas annouuced in
Polish (and most other earth! y languages)
from Warsaw.
A very fine relay, too. Very little disturbing noises, and I enjoyed the pianist.
I still think i.here onght to be a Chopin recital
once a week-simply because he appeals to so
many people.

+
+
+
Dransby \Villiams, in "Poor Old Sa m,"
was excellent. A very good little farce it
proved to be, smartly produced by Charles
Brewer. I see the author is :\Iorton Howard.
I suggest the B.B.C. keeps his telephone
number and asks him for another quite soon.

.

+
David and Harry are topical entertainers
at the piano, according to the programme.
I think their songs would appeal to some
people, but I must say they disappointed me.

•

+
+
Then came a thoroughly bad piece of broadcasting. There is one form of art definitely
no good for wireless-cheap melodrama.
Christine Sih'er is a first-rate actress with an
honoured name. I suggest she never lends
that name to broadcast melodrama again. I£
she could have only heard what it sounded
like . . . .
+
+
+
John Watt, selling the best sellers over
again, remarked that he noticed all the best
were slow tunes. I had also noted it. I think
it always has been that way with English
people. They like their tunes slow. A very
well-produced show, this. :\Iarius \Vinter's

Dancl excellent. Also Drian Lawrence, who is
one of the best singers >Ye _have for this kincl of
tlung.

Thursday

P EOPLE'S
to-night,

,

bands, quintets, ancl i.hc like,
but nothing else of account.
'Soft Lights ancl Sweet :'IIus·c" and all that.

Friday
HALL in an excellent mood.
H Ec-JRY
\Vell, taken all round, I think his band is
as good as anv \Ye e\·er hear. I have heard
all sorts of a~·gu1nents for and against the
statement. StJll, I keep to mv o•,yn view.
Henry is as good a.s any of them and a good
deal better than most. All right, have it
your own way-that's my view. And now
such a lot of letters will come in savino- the
writers think it's abont time I gav~ up
criticisnL

Saturday

----

T

HERE has been another Ridgc>my
Parade.
+
+
+
Ambrose and his Embassy fellers gave
a tip-top programme this afternoon. Very
distinctive playing. I should recognise that
band w1thout actually thinking about it,
though far from being an authority on dance
bands.
+
+
+
A good "In Town To-night." I enjoyed
the tiger tamer's story particularly.
As I happen to know how difficult it is to
keep up this feature, I congratulate eYeryone
concerned on the standard of entertainment
they have reacJ1ed.
•
+
+
The vaudeville not too bad.
Tommy
Handley quite up to form.
Also Eupert
Hazel! and Elsie Day. How well she sings,
too ! I hke to hear real singing in a vaude,·ille.
+
+
•
Well, a dull page for you this week. But,
then, on the "'hole, it has been a dull week
of broadcasting. Xobody has said anything
really funny the whole week, and I haven't
been moved artistically since Sunday. Hamlet
had to last me all the week from that point
of view.

ELEMENTARY
WIRELESS FOR THE BEGINNER
"An Elementary Wireless Course for Beginners"
has been written particularly for the listener who wants

Absolutely non-microphonic detector types, S.G. types of exception2.lly
{ow inter-electrode capacity. Output va!ve givinz larger undistorteJ

to know how his wireless set"' works. The Course takes
the reader in easy stages right through all the processes.
of wireless recept~on. lt avoids text-book style, every
line is technically accurate.

output than "luxury" price valves.

362 BATTERY YALYES
H.HL & L., 3f6; Power, 4/-; Super Power. 4/6; S.G. & V.S., 7i6;
V.P.2, 9J·; Pentode type, IOj·; 6.A. & BX, 9f··.
'
262 A.C. MAINS
ACHL4, 7/6; P625,9f-.ACPX4, 9/-; ACSG4 & ACVS4, 12/6; ACME4 &
ACHM4,13J-; ACVP4, 13/- Full Wave Rectifiers, RB41, 7/6; RB42, IOf•.

131 ILLUSTRATIONS !
The unique illustrations, of which there are 131 in all, are
a remarkable feature and constitute the finest series of
explanatory diagrams ever included in any volume on the
subject.

lF UNOBTAINABLE FROM YOUR DEALE&....SEND PO. to DEPT. 0
THE ~62 RADIO VALVE W. LID., SlONEHAM ROAD LONDON, E.5.

AND OVER 270 PAGES!
The 32 chapters of this book cover nearly 300 pages,
at the remarkably low cost of 3s. 6d.
Send for your copy to-day. together with remittance (or 3s. !Od.•
to the publishers

BERNARD

JONES

PUBLICATIONS

58-61 Fetter lane, London, E.C.4

LTD.

~mu!wr \\/ ~
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements unde!" this head

ar~

Postcard Radio Literature

charged

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSiT SYSTEM.
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"Amateur Wireless" Advertis~ment Department,
58·61 fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

Ever Ready Batterle3
E\"ER,\_L new leaflets are now available
from the makers of Ever Readv batteries
and accumulators. All types of high-tension,
low-tension and grid-bias batteries are mentioned and the information covers not onlv
the technical specifications but the sizes and
weights are also given. One list, which is yery

1\far},::s, "Athke Handbook'' frce.P ATENTS.-Trade
B. T. King, ltegd. Patcr,t A::;cnt., 146a. Queen Victoria

details of the Yarious batteries suitable for
most makes.
235

As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
fides of advertisers in this section, they have introduce::!
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom

they are unacquainted.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Reglstered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

Street. I.ondon.

RE!o~(~R~t!e~ ~~v~:!~~J~ ~si~~~~a~~~- a;;xn~r~~~(~

formPr,:; quoted for. J.oucl~spcakers, LJ?. and Spi'ceh
~l'ransformers, 4{· each, JlOst free.
Trade invited. Satis~

faction

J~epair

guaranteed.

tiervice,
l3atten;ea 1321.

o

Prompt
J3alllam

A/c ACCUMULATOR

scrvice.-T~oud-speakcr

llrove,

London,

CHARGERS.

0.\V.l:.!.

llntirel\-

new

improved type, fitted ·with 'Vestinghou:-;e i·ectificr
<.md lamp indicator. 2 volt, -~ a.mp., 19/6. Other bize,;
up to 12 volts 3 amps.
Latest lists free.-Thompsons, 39
I.ondon Street, Greenwich, S.E.10.
u

w~~!~l~~:, ~a~v~~~~~~ <:<:n7I~~!~t~. S~'~l~~;-~~~>~~~

ment.-32 na"ildene Road, Honn,.,low. Tel.: Hounslow 0400.

B~t~~~~~i s~t~~~l~. "iL~~-I~:t s~f~eiro!h£~~-~~l~~enl~;lt~
8

:JO M..~. Eliminators, 32/6. Celestion P.;\I. RpeakerM, llf·.
Triotron YalH•s from 3/-. Part exehange. Anything radio
:-:upplird. Large stock.-Butlin, 143b Prrst,on lload,
]$rightou.

PEARL & PEARL

J!)O Ebhopsga.te, London, E.C.2. The follo-..ving eliminator
lJargains are guaranteed new good:;.

ELi.~l1t~~~~t~!:;-t ~fi~\~ill~~~~h~~~h?;.., ~~gto q~~~ ;i~he~
8

1

1

at sacrifice prices. All model~ O.K. for 200-250v. D.C. 25
milliamp output, U/11; A. C. 30 milliamp output with

"\YeRtin!!hOUI)C ltectHier, etl·., 24/11, or with half amp.
Triekle- Charger incorporated, price only 37/6. All fully
t;uara.ntced by Pearl & I>earl. Cash or C.O.D., carriage
JlUid.

.,.ABINETS. 2,000 C'ronmell Cabinets (for set and
V 8peakPr combined) just secured on terms which enable
ug to offer them at the astoundingly low price of only
4/11 ea eh. Horlzontal type 23 in. wi~e1 8 in. deep 11} _in.
hiD"h. Polbhed \Valnut veneer, additiOnal baffle bchmd
1

1

;-;p~a1(tr grillt'.

Our price 4/11.
Carriage fon..-ard.

order.

Supplied for cash with
01

8

L~~~(~ rJ!E~~~~~l~·e8~ ~~'~a1~~~~~~~kct: iife~~~r~:

ment:s, 22 in. high, 17 in. wide, 11~· in. df'ep. Fini1'hPd in
<'Ontrastip.g rosewood a.nd ·walnut veneers.
Special
additional baffle on speaker fret. Cost over £2 to make.
A few ouly left. Our price 15/- each. Cash "·ith order.
Carriage forward.

F~~;\:~~~~Ja~~Ct., £~1~ 0~;,~s~:Y~argain List
~

AW,

now

-All ~-Iail Orders Direct to
PEARL & PEARL,
100 Bi:-:>hopsgate, Londcn, E.C.2.
Telephone : Bishop~gate 1212.
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Will every querist please observe the foUo-.v.
ing revised rules ?
Please write concisely, giving essential particular;.
A fee of one shilling, postal order (not stamps),

r.ny time.

JI

cnly can be made to blueprints. For mor~ scriou:3
~Iterations the minimum charge js 2/6.
Blueprints supplied by us will be charged for in
:J.ddition, but, of course, readers may send their owu

blueprints for alteration.
M?difications to proprietary ~eceivers and design;
pnbhshed by contemporary JOUrnals cannot be

tmdertaken. Readers' sets and components cannot
Le tested by us. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally. Reader;; orderin<Y blne~
prints and requiring technical information ir~ addi·

~~~i~~o~~r:~~r~~sd ast~~~~a~~~e~~~rt 1 ?h!}~e le~jf:

t~uce covers the price of the
amount of the query fee.

Blucprin~

and the

th~:e~~ ::~tit~:Jwer queries in cases where

:
.
.
t,,,. _, -le
I

o

i

The dcsignin.; of apparatus or receivers cannot ba
undertaken.
Slight modifications of :>. straightforward natur 3

Queries should be addressed to the Query Dept.
n
Lane, Loudoa;
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"Amateur Wircles:::, 58/61 Fetter
i E.C.4.
•:•)_C_'I_D_o_o_o_o_o_o_o_o_at-..,.nll•:•

ma.teitrJ
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Wavemaster Condensers
ARIOUS forms of variable condensers are
described in detail in the latest folder
received from the makers of these components.
The usual air-spaced types, with
brass and aluminium vanes, are illustrated,
together with several solid-dielectric models.
For those who like the new style of clock-face
dials there is a very neat design priced at
7s. Gel. In place of the more usual degrees or
wavelengths the scale is marked off into
twenty-four divisions, these being subdivided
into ten small sections. The pointer makes one
complete revolution, therefore providing a
generous space between station settings. The
iYorine scale is protected by glass and framed
with a heavy-gauge nickel-plated escutcheon
plate.
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Cossor \Vireless Book
ORTY pages of most useful information is
between the covers of Cossor' s la test
publication. It is more like a young textbook
than a valve catalogue, and every constructor
should make a point of getting hold of it.
Several methods of high-frequency coupling
are shown and explained, while A.V.C., the
superheterodyne, radio definitions, and a
tuning chart for all wavelengths help to form
interesting reading in this most useful little
booklet.
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Ferranti Radio
HE latest Ferranti booklet contains full
specifications of all their receivers, electric
clocks and extension speakers. The various
items are illustrated in natural colours and this,
together with the comprehensive specifications,
enables a very true idea to be obtained of the
models. The sets embody a most useful asset
in the form of the all-in visible control which
shows at a glance everything you wish to know
regarding the adjustment of the receiver. 238
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Here "Observer" reviews the latest booklets
and folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If you want copies of any or all of
them FREE OF CHARGE, just send a postcard
giving the index numbers of the catalogues
required (shown at the end of each paragraph)
to "Postcard Radio Literature," AMATEUR
WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane, E. CA. "Observer" will see that you get all the literature
you desire.
Please write your namz and
address in block letters.
Kabi Products
OUR illustrated leaflets have been received,
dealing with multi-contact switches,
midget potentiometers and a ,-ery minute
hum-balancer. The potentiometers are wirewound and embody stud contacts. They are
available in varying sizes from z to r watts.
Positive contact is obtained, \\-hile the operation is smooth and silent.
The resistance
values range from 73 to 3oo,ooo ohms, and the

F

elen1ents are so arranged that a linear or
log-la·w variation is obtained.

-The multi-contact switches employ brass
or German silver contacts and the action is
such that a self-cleaning contact is secured
with a definite click action for each position
of the contact arm. These can be supplied in
single, double, or triple-gang with contacts
varying between 3 and H). The hum-balancer
is very neat, the overall diameter being no
greater than that of a sixpence. The standard
values are 30 and 50 ohms.
239
Sunbeam Radio
ETAILS of the latest addition to
Sunbeam range are contained in
leaflet received from Sunbeam Electric,
The new rccei ,·er is known as type 57,

D

the
the
Ltd.
and

takes the form of a :five-vah·c eight-stage
universal mains super-het reccive1·. Band-pass

input is employed, together ,-ith a IIokilocycle intermediate-frequency transformer
and ()-kilocycle selectivity.
Full automatic volume control is obtainable,
while the undistorted output of 2.5 watts is
fed into a Celestion moving-coil loud-speaker
ha'.<ing an energised field. i\Iullard valves are
fitted throughout and a self-contained aerial
is provided in a handsome walnut cabinet.
Those interested in the very efficient receiver
at the moderate price of ten guineas, should
secure this leaflet without delay.
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Trying the Short Waves

To the Editor, AMATEUR WIRELEss,"
S a regular reader, I am. writing to thank
you for your short-wave page. I have
been interested in the short waves ever since
I started wireless four years ago, but I have
never been very successful and for the past
year I confined myself to the broadcast wavelengths.
On Saturday I picked up "A.\V." and read
two articles, which impressed me so much that
I decided to take up the short waves again.
On Sunday morning I got up early, dug out
my two-valve set and gave it a good clean up.
When I connected np at 8 o'clock, there was
very little doing, but towards ro o'clock the
4o-metre band began to li\·en up, so I decided
to confine my attentions to it.
By 12 o'clock I had managed to log twch"c
amateurs, all telephony and all at good phone
strength. This bucked me up considerably,
because the most I ever managed to log at one
sitting before was three or four on any band.
These are the amateurs I logged : GzXO of London, calling test.
GjZI good strength, but distorted badly.
GsXB calling G6JZ.
G5YG of Glasgow.
lt
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GsGB of \V. London, working GzQO of Hull.
G5LC of Surrey, a very good signal.
G'j}IIM calling test.
G6RB of Bristol, calling test.
G6JQ, calling test.
G6TO of Bristol, calling test.
ON4AD of Belgium, calling a British
an1ateur.

GsYG was of colossal strength, but had a
background like a high-speed morse statiou,
or a generator which blotted out everything
for a good distance on each side, spoiling the
reception of about six other medium signals.
There were about four others I failed to
identify because of bad fading, and one very
good signal which I think was GzDL, but
which closed down before I could make sur.e.
The set I am using is a modified form of
Ecldystone's Empire Two, using a metallised
baseboard instead of a chassis. I use a
l\Iazda HL2 for detector, and an Osram LPz
as output, with 120 volts high-tension.
This bag is certainly not a record, but I am
very pleased with it and I must thank you
again for being the instigator of such a well
spent morning.
B. J\.IcDouGALL.
Glasgow, S.r.
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